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NEED HELP WITH AN ADDICTION?

WANT YOUR LIFE BACK?

Valle Del Sol of  New Mexico is offering Intensive 

Outpatient (IOP) services for Adults and Youth in 

Eight (8) locations across New Mexico (Grants, 

Santa Rosa, Moriarty, Bernalillo, Los Lunas, Toas, 

Espanola, Raton). The IOP groups are held 

afternoons and evenings several times a week by 

licensed and trained clinicians. In addition the 

following programs are offered at our offices:

Stop by or call Valle Del Sol today! (505) 867-2383
or visit us on the web @ valledelsolofnewmexico.com

Outpatient Individual, Family and Group Therapy

Intensive Outpatient Therapy

Psychosocial Rehab

Comprehensive Community Support Services (CCSS)

Care for Mental Health, Behavioral and Substance Abuse Issues

Behavioral Management Services (BMS)

Behavioral Health Respite
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WEIRD NEWS

A
N
D

Dateline: Japan
A Tokyo public school is being criticized for
adopting Giorgio Armani uniforms valued at
around $700 each. Officials at Taimei
Elementary School, located in the upscale
Ginza district, announced that the school
plans to implement a uniform consisting of a
navy jacket, navy slacks or skirt, a long-
sleeve shirt and a hat—all designed by
Armani and sold at a boutique located near
the school. The entire ensemble costs
around 80,000 yen (around $730). In a
letter, Taimei principal Toshitsugu Wada told
parents that the new uniform would fit the
school’s identity as a “landmark” in the
Ginza shopping district. The subject was
brought up before a House of
Representatives’ Budget Committee last
week by lawmakers who said the school
should have been more considerate of
parents who couldn’t afford the high-priced
uniforms. The school was also criticized for
not discussing the matter with parents before
implementing the new policy. After the

comments were made, Wada issued a
statement saying that he “accepted criticism”
and said he will “explain” the situation
“carefully” to parents. Uniforms are not
strictly enforced in Japanese schools, though
most students reportedly choose to wear
them.

Dateline: Maryland
A college student is claiming that an airline
employee convinced her to flush her hamster
down an airport toilet. Belen Aldecosea, a
21-year-old student from South Florida, told
the Miami Herald that employees from Spirit
Airlines on two occasions told her that she
could bring her certified emotional support
animal—a dwarf hamster named Pebbles—
aboard her flight home from college last
November. At the airport, however,
Aldecosea was told that she had been
misinformed and that the animal would not
be allowed on the airplane. She then traded
her ticket in for a later flight while plans
could be made. According to Aldecosea, an
employee working for the airline suggested
she either let the rodent free outside or flush
it down the toilet of the airport bathroom.
Aldecosea claims that her attempts to rent a
car or catch a bus were fruitless and there
weren’t any friends near enough to take care
of the animal, so she was forced to euthanize
it. She told reporters that the decision to
flush Pebbles was arrived at after painful
deliberation, and that flushing the hamster

seemed a more humane answer than letting
it free in the cold. A spokesperson for Spirit
confirmed that the wrong information had
been given to the student regarding the
transport of rodents, but denied that any
employees suggested killing the animal. The
US Transportation Safety Administration
says hamsters are allowed on planes, but it’s
only at the discretion of each airline. Most
major airlines do not allow rodents. After
filing a complaint over the incident,
Aldecosea was offered a voucher from Spirit
for a free flight to certain cities. She declined
the offer and told reporters that she is
considering filing a lawsuit against the
company for the conflicting instructions she
received.

Dateline: Florida
Firefighters were called to a restaurant last
week to rescue a boy who was trapped inside
an arcade claw game. Titusville Fire
Department officials say a 4-year-old boy
whose family was dining at the Beef ‘O’
Brady’s restaurant managed to climb up
through a door located on the bottom of an
arcade claw machine designed to deposit
prizes. The boy was reportedly attempting to
retrieve a stuffed football. At the time, an
off-duty lieutenant with the fire department
was eating dinner at the restaurant and
noticed the child’s predicament. Firefighters
responded to the call and were able to free
the boy within minutes by prying open the

machine. Damage was reportedly minimal.
According to the emergency team, during
the extraction process, the boy was
somewhat agitated, but the adults seemed
calm. The boy was allowed to choose a
number of toys from the machine before
rejoining his family for dinner.

Dateline: Japan
A stem cell research team is claiming it has
discovered the cure to baldness—an
ingredient in McDonald’s french fries.
According to researchers from Yokohama
National University, the chemical
dimethylpolysiloxane, a silicone used by
McDonald’s restaurants to prevent oil from
splashing, can be used to produce “hair
follicle germs” (HFG) in mice. Scientists
attempting to solve the problem of baldness
transplanted HFGs—which are said to aid in
the growth of hair follicles—onto the backs
of mice, and found that new hair growth
began in those areas. The technique utilized
oxygen-permeable dimethylpolysiloxane to
help produce 5,000 HFGs simultaneously in
the mice. The research team claims the
procedure will also work for humans, but will
only support growth that is already present.
McDonald’s says the chemical appears in
very small doses in its french fry oil. a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news to

josh@alibi.com.
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As the New Mexico 2018 legislative session

comes to an end, let’s review some of the

more notable bills that are advancing toward

realization as law.

Crime Bill
HB 19 is legislation that will increase penalties
for violent felons caught with a firearm, provide
mental health and addiction treatment to
inmates, tighten alcohol testing requirement for
those with an ignition interlock device installed
in their vehicle, provide retention bonuses to
veteran law enforcement officers and reclassify
some nonviolent offenses. The bill has received
bipartisan support in both the House and
Senate.

Removal of Statute of Limitations
Receiving unanimous approval in the House,
HB 33—a proposal to remove the statute of
limitations for second-degree murder
prosecutions—could make it so that
prosecutors in New Mexico will be free to
pursue convictions for cold murder cases.
Currently, this is the only state in the nation
that applies a statute of limitations on second
degree murder.

Lottery
If signed, HB 147 will remove a requirement
that the state lottery put at least 30 percent of
gross sales into higher education scholarships,
an attempt to raise lottery sales by allowing for
higher prize amounts. Lottery officials claimed
the removal of the mandate would allow more
funds to be raised for the Legislative Lottery
Scholarship in the long run. The bill was highly
controversial, however, meeting heavy
opposition and numerous amendments along
the way. 

School Security
The House and Senate both approved bills that
set aside millions of dollars of the budget to
improve school security in the wake of a
nationwide epidemic of school shootings. HB
130 earmarks $5 million a year for 5 years for
security efforts, and SB 239 puts aside $10
million a year for 4 years. The funds will be
used for door locks, surveillance cameras,
communications systems, perimeter gates,
fencing, campus checkpoints, intercoms and
vestibules.

Election Consolidation
The city of Albuquerque opposed a bill that
received mostly bipartisan support. HB 98 will
consolidate many different state elections into
a single day in November. Albuquerque city
officials were against the move because it
conflicts with parts of the city charter. The new
rules will require municipalities opting out of
the consolidated election to hold their own
elections in March of even years. Albuquerque
currently holds its elections in October of odd
years. Nevertheless, supporters of the bill, who
say it will make it easier for voters to take part
in elections, managed to push it through. a

NEWS CITY BYJOSHUA LEENEWS | EDitoRial

Diga No al Racismo!
Albuquerque newspaper stumbles into darkness

BY AUGUST MARCH

I
f you wanna know, I have got plenty of

stories about the Albuquerque Journal. As a

teenager, I worked as an intern and stringer

for the Trends section, which is where they

used to print everything but news and sports,

in the before time.

Before that, I delivered the Albuquerque

Tribune to 350 houses in the Northeast

Heights every afteroon except Sunday. My

supervisor for that job was a dude named Joe

Archuleta, a big rocker dude from the North

Valley who wore a fishman’s cap and proudly

sported a gold and turquoise marijuana leaf on

his heishi choker, all freak style.

Most of the other kids who worked

Archuleta’s district had Hispanic names like

Alarid or Trujillo too (March isn’t my real

name by the way; it’s a merely a convenient

artifice that I use so that interacting with your

world is easier). And though we all lived in

the far Northeast Heights and attended either

Eldorado, Manzano or Sandia High School,

we were still outsiders; I know some of my

peers on those paper routes hoped like hell

they could one day do as well as Joe did—with

all his resources and authority—if they “stayed

in the newspaper business.”

Despite the fact that we all came from

middle class families, we were still treated

with casual indifference or outright fear by

some students, far too many teachers and most

administrators at the schools we each

attended. White privilege went a long way in

determining academic outcomes for the

Chicanos in the far Northeast Heights

neighborhood I grew up in; mostly I was one

of the lucky ones, but I fought like a Jaguar

Warrior to get from the back of that Journal

delivery van and into college.

As any reader past the age of 45 may recall,

institutional racism in Albuquerque—and

that includes at APS and at the Journal—were

de rigueur back in the day. Despite the large

amount of Hispanics in the area—from

various geographical origins, including right

fucking here in Albuquerque or New

Mexico—we had been effectively colonized by

the time the 20th century dawned.

This situation became certain when

nuclear scientists started showing up at the

Sunport in the late ’30s and early ’40s, looking

for a place to do their wet work. By the time

of my youth in Burque, there was a clear, if

sometimes unspoken dividing line between

the jobs that were acceptable for Chicanos

and those that should only be held by Anglos.

The first day I reported for work at the

Albuquerque Journal—back when the whole

operation, printing presses and all, were

housed in a huge building on the corner of

Silver and Seventh—I spent my

first hour sitting in a small room

on the first floor with a security

guard who was convinced I

should be back at the loading

dock waiting for Joe Archuleta.

He didn’t even wanna hear my

explanation. It took a personal,

identifying visit from the Trends

editor before I was allowed in

the elevator that went up to the

news room. Serio.

Flash forward 35 years.

Mexican-Americans—Chicanos

properly because that’s how I

roll—have made historical

strides, culturally and

professionally, here in New

Mexico. Why I even hear tell

that some of them actually hold

significant editorial positions at

various media outlets in this

state.

That’s totally awesome, but it

doesn’t mean that racism has

been vanquished. And that’s coming from

someone who might have told you that such

vile nonsense had indeed been conquered—if

you had asked just five years ago.

I really thought I could spend the second

half of my life waiting for the first human

expedition to Mars to launch, watching

Australian cricket or jamming out to my

Resin Records collection, but I can’t.

At my age, putting on the finery of a Jaguar

Warrior is going to take some doing, but I

must, especially when the newspaper of

record—the place where I had my first

professional journalistic experience—stoops to

the obscene nadir being approached by the

Trump administration in its approach to

immigration policies.

There is no question that the image in

question, an editorial cartoon dated Feb. 7,

2018, depicts Chicanos—particularly

immigrants—as dirty, violent criminals with

connections to murderous terrorists. To

believe otherwise is to give in to the double-

speak being propagated by Trump and his

cronies.

The fact that the editor of the Albuquerque

Journal has gone on record to dismiss such

odious racism is deeply hurtful; more

significantly her equivocation is a clear a

reminder of how those behind the

Albuquerque Journal may really feel about

Mexican-Americans—and more telling—how

easily the right wing has come around to

endorsing Trump’s hateful entrada into

American culture.

Given the fact that the artist who made

such objectionable art is known for making

racist cartoons and statements, pleading

ignorance is not an option. The work of

cartoonist Sean Delonas has been singled out

for its virulent racism before. It’s impossible to

believe that the professional journalistic

machinery over at the Journal was unaware of

this well-known fact.

But neither is denial or a sort of

patronizing manipulation that claims the

cartoon was aimed at engendering debate

about immigration issues that affect all

Americans an adequate response. It’s time to

start calling out the authoritarian strategies of

the Trump administration and their supporters

at the Albuquerque Journal for what they really

are: dangerous dividers who risk destroying

the very fabric which this great nation is built

upon, so that they may advance a backwards

looking social agenda.

There, I’ve said it and I mean it. Stop

reading the Journal. Diga ¡No! para Trump and

his Republican enablers. Plan to vote the

bastards out beginning this year. Invest in the

truth by supporting the progressive ideas

espoused in the free press. You’re reading that

right now, so I know you’re headed that way,

partner.

We may not be as dark and dry as our

colleagues at doomed enterprises that tolerate

and encourage racism, but goddamnit we are

committed to working together to save this

republic. And we intend to have fun doing

just that. Join us, won’t you? … It’ll be a

helluva lot more fun than going to this

afternoon’s pep rally or hanging out in a stinky

’50s style newsroom, I promise. a
!

A Jaguar Warrior
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More Oil, More Gas, Please
Relaxed regs coincide with increased revenue

BY LAURA PASKUS VIA NM POLITICAL REPORT

T
he New Mexico Environment Department’s
(NMED) Air Quality Bureau hosted a
hearing on Monday, Feb. 12, about proposed

changes to construction permits for oil and gas
facilities. The process kicked off in the summer
of 2016, and the public comment period closed
at the end of January. According to the
department, the general construction permit
codifies air protection rules for industry to
“streamline the application process and to
provide consistency in the oversight process.”
The resulting updates and changes to
construction permit regulations for oil and gas
ventures in the state can be read in it’s entirety
at the Bureau’s site, https://www.env.nm.gov/air-
quality/permitting-section-procedures-and-
guidance/.
Jon Goldstein, director of regulatory and

legislative affairs with the Environmental
Defense Fund, said that when they’re finalized,
the changes will make New Mexico’s new oil
and gas construction permits among the
weakest in the United States.
“This is especially egregious when you

consider the methane hotspot in the San Juan
Basin and the importance of that issue in New
Mexico,” Goldstein said. “This revision would
do nothing to address methane emissions at all.
Colorado has stepped up to regulate methane,
and NMED is proposing to do nothing.”
In 2014, scientists from NASA and the

University of Michigan published a paper on
methane levels across the globe. Satellite
images showed that the nation’s largest
methane anomaly—the size of Delaware—is
over the Four Corners region. Next, the
researchers wanted to understand where the
methane was coming from; they captured
samples and determined their signature. Most,
they found, was related to natural gas wells and
coal mining. Of the 250 emitters identified, 10
percent were responsible for about half the
methane emissions in the San Juan Basin.
Goldstein has been working on the methane

issue for years now, as the environmental group
has tried to emphasize not just the climate
impacts of methane, which is 80 times more
potent a greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide,
but to pivot toward focusing on the economics
of wasted methane, or natural gas.
New Mexico’s producers waste more

methane than any other, Goldstein said.
Annually, the state misses out on tens of
millions of dollars in revenues when methane
leaks from wells and pipes or is unnecessarily
flared or vented.

Shrinking Federal Rules
The state’s proposal comes on the heels of 13
months of changes from the Trump
administration. Already, both the US
Department of the Interior and the

Environmental Protection Agency have sided
with industry in opposition of Obama-era rules
aimed at cutting methane waste from oil and
gas wells, stations and pipelines. Last year, the
US Bureau of Land Management even
rescinded a rule that required the agency to
consider the effects of climate change when
reviewing environmental studies for projects on
its lands.
And two weeks ago, the BLM updated its

policy related to land use planning and lease
reviews for oil and gas to cut the time people
have to push back against a project.
“To figure that out takes time—it’s even

difficult for us as attorneys to work through
these arcane, bureaucratic processes,” he said.
“The clear intent of this is to cut the public out
from the process as much as possible.”

Industry Support
The New Mexico Oil and Gas Association
(NMOGA) will also be at Monday’s hearing on
the construction permits for oil and gas
facilities. The change revises two existing
permits, which the New Mexico Environment
Department says are outdated, and limit
industry from using state-of-the-art pollution
control technology.
NMOGA supports modernizing the permit

process and making it more efficient, said
Robert McEntyre, the trade group’s spokesman.
But it still has concerns. For instance, he said,
the new permit does not allow construction to
begin until the permit has been approved. Nor
does it grandfather in existing facilities.
McEntyre also said industry has some of the

goals environmental groups do, despite the
criticism leveled against the oil and gas
industry. But while activist groups advocate for
“greater regulation, more rules and red tape for

industry,” he said, industry is taking leadership.
Many companies, including ExxonMobil, BP,
Shell and Statoil, have signed commitments to
voluntarily reduce methane emissions. “There is
no single operator or producer I know who will
say they don’t want to reduce methane
emissions,” he said. He pointed to reductions of
methane emissions in both the San Juan Basin
and the Permian Basin; 47 percent and 6
percent, respectively. He added that the state’s
Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources
Department has reported reductions in venting
and flaring statewide, too.
“The truth is, when industry is not held

simply to a set of prescriptive rules, but is
allowed flexibility to innovate, to test new
technology and to share that technology with
one another, that’s when we have the greatest
ability to impact the way we do business and
make positive changes that help everyone
involved,” McEntyre said. “When companies
can free up the capacity of their employees,
their engineers and geologists and hydrologists,
to think and work collaboratively toward
solutions, and not be pushing paperwork, then
we can make more progress in solving this
problem.”
Though natural gas production continues to

lag, due to low prices, New Mexico recently
jumped from 5th in oil production nationwide
to 3rd. Higher oil prices have helped the state’s
budget, too. But higher production is key.
“If production had remained flat, we

wouldn’t be seeing the huge windfall we’re
coming into this year,” he said. “Production is
up by a tremendous amount—it’s at least double
over the last five years.” a

A slightly different version of this story appeared at

NM Political Report.Read more incisive journalism

like this at NMPoliticalreport.com

Oil wells in southeastern New Mexico LAURA PASKUS
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Earn as much as $365 this month & $120 this week!
Donate life saving plasma. 

You have the power to save lives!
Schedule an appointment at biotestplasma.com

We guarantee the best donor 
fees in our marketing area!

BRING IN THIS COUPON 

FOR AN EXTRA 

$10 BONUS!

036WA

New donors only. Not valid in conjunction 
with any other referral fees or bonuses.

Open 7 days a week! 
Biotest Plasma Center

(505) 424-6250
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EVENT HORIZON WEEK OF FEB. 15-21

Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

NEW STAGES

This Monday at Aux Dog Theatre in Nob Hill, the
community is invited to join in a celebration of local
playwrights and their work during First Stage Scripts,
a free monthly reading series that rolls around every
third Monday of the month, always at 7pm. This
particular Monday, Feb. 19, is a reading of Andy
Mayo’s Confess and Conspire, is brought to life by
a cast of five. Mayo’s piece promises to captivate—
there’s kidnapping, religion, identity crises and even
murder. Pop over to Aux Dog for this totally free
night of theatrical storytelling. AUX DOG THEATRE 3011

MONTE VISTA BLVD NE, 7PM alibi.com/v/5j53. (Maggie Grimason)

a

MUM’S THE WORD

Mummers of Mummenschanz bring the noise to Popejoy Hall. Beginning at 2pm
sharp and for $20 to $59, locals can see the Swiss mime troupe perform their world-
renowned routine of “you&me” that explores human connection through body
language and a variety of props like tubes, giant hands, balls, balloons, instruments
and more. Mummenschanz has been chugging along since the early ’70s, and still
features one of the founding members, Floriana Frassetto. Give the noisy world a rest,
sit back and enjoy the sweet sound of silence (and laughter, too, ‘cause these folks
sure know how to hit your funny bone) this Saturday, Feb. 17. POPEJOY HALL 203 CORNELL

DR NE, 2PM alibi.com/v/5bav. (Rini Grammer) a

WHY NOT?

If you want a reminder—and not from Radiohead—that hip-hop is everywhere, even in the indie rock that
millennials are sorta into (but only after they listen to every goddamn thing they can find by Kendrick Lamar)
then trip, trip, trip on down to Sister on Monday, Feb. 19 at 8pm for a recital of sorts by Cincinnati alt-rappers
cum indie rock stars, WHY? Founded by a dude named Yoni in the distant and unremembered aughts, WHY?
has gained traction among rockish young audiences with their pop-nuanced mash-up of rocanrol and hip-
hop. They got all kinda crazy rhythms, jams and flows going on betwixt rock references and may do some
drugs; their latest effort is called Moh Lhean, after all. Additionally, the critics at Allmusic have judged their
music as “quirky” which oughta count for something, amirite? They do have some pretty righteous tuneage,
including works like “George Washington,” “White English” and “Into the Shadows of My Embrace.” Seriously,
this one’s worth the price of admission and if you’re into skinny jeans and man buns, then damn, get out there,
girl! The cover is $15 to $18, 21+. SISTER 407 CENTRAL AVE NW, 8 TO 10PM alibi.com/v/5hi1. (August March) a

HEARTFELT HIGHS

While Valentine’s Day is a day for lovers to get together
to talk about the good times, celebrate their relationship,
and do some indulge on some fun—many of us don’t
have a special someone this time of year—but don’t
worry, locals unite in their lack of love this Thursday,
Feb. 15. Experience a whole night with millenial master
of love and heartbreak—Drake! DJ Jaque Heartbreak
and Cody F Baby pay tribute to the saddest boy in all of
Canada at Sister for Heartbreak Drake Night starting
at 9pm for just $5 to $10. SISTER 407 CENTRAL AVE NW, 8PM

TO 1:30AM alibi.com/v/5hxr. (The Intern) a

SATURDAY FEB. 17

JAPANESE-AMERICAN HISTORY DURING WWII

On Saturday, Feb. 17, visit the Special Collections Library for Nisei, the Greatest Generation: Soldiers, Protestors, Prisoners of WWII. This presentation from the New
Mexico Japanese-American Citizens League includes stories of the American children of Japanese immigrants during WWII, who fought for their country, protested the war
and were put in internment camps by their own government. This event goes from 1 to 2:30pm and is free and open to the public. No reservations required, but get there
early to ensure you get a seat. SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY 423 CENTRAL AVE NE, 1 TO 3PM alibi.com/v/5ixs. (Robin Babb) a

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

MONDAY FEB. 19

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE ARTIST, VIA FACEBOOK 

REALEASE THE FUNK!

Afriquerque is the name of a concert happening on Saturday, Feb. 17 at
7:30pm at the African American Performing Arts Center. As far as the
event providing a vibrant methodology for celebrating this year’s iteration of
Black History Month, you can count on the musicians involved to joyfully
express and transmit significant cultural memes through the music they
make this and every evening to come on this big blue marble. That and the
local performers involved happen to be some of the best, most chop-tastic
insrumentalists this side of the planet Jupiter. Bassist and vocalist Rodney
Bowe helms a band of excellence for this concert; the ensemble includes
Jim Ahrend on keys, Dimi Disanti on guitar, Paul Palmer on drums and Best
of Burque Music Reader’s Poll winner Artha Meadors on bass. These dudes
are guaranteed to take the funk out, spin it around the auditorium and drop
it on your head lovingly, so you better go if you know what’s good—and
groovy—for you. $10 to $15, all-ages. AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS

CENTER 310 SAN PEDRO DR NE, 7 TO 9:30PM alibi.com/v/5gxh. (August March) a

THURSDAY FEB. 15

FRIDAY FEB. 16

EVERYBODY MOVES IN
DOUBLETIME

Reserve your private couch room with bottle service
and get your face melted by the gnarliest bass drops
from the Montreal duo Adventure Club at The Stage @
Santa Ana Star. Live your inner club kid dreams to
spread peace, love, unity and respect on Friday, Feb.
16 at 9pm for $35 to $75. Listen to what the former
happy hardcore punk band has turned into while
watching a great laser light show. The new sounds of
progressive house, drum and bass, dubstep and electro
house takes over your body, making you hypnotized
and never wanting to leave. 21+. STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR

54 JEMEZ DAM, 9PM alibi.com/v/5iwl. (The Intern) a

TUESDAY FEB. 20

BOOM BOOM CLAP

Boom bonk plunk, plunk rattle bang. Clink pop pow,
rattle pop clang. Smack smack ding ding, ding whack
crack. Thud knock knock bonk; pow pop clang. Twang
clank clatter clank clank clatter drip. STOMP crack ping
ping, plop crack ding. Plink Popejoy Hall clink clunk
boom clap. Snip snap snip snap Tuesday, Feb. 20 and
Wednesday Feb 21 at 7:30pm. Bash bam wham $35
to $100 slap snap, bump thump crash clash clat splat
clap. Image credit Morguefile.com POPEJOY HALL 203

CORNELL DR NE, 7:30PM alibi.com/v/5jd8. (Valerie Serna) a

THE PAINTED LADY SENT ME …

Tap on the door and whisper, “The painted lady sent me.” Originally from
Baltimore with Gilded Lily Burlesque, Sophia Sunday shows us her own
brand of creative burlesque presentation with her first Burque burlesque
production, Sophia’s Speakeasy. She’s setting herself apart from the rest
with an unconventional venue as well as pairing live music from the Silver
String Jazz Band with local burlesque all-stars. Immerse yourself in the vibe
of the era of indulgence at Las Puertas, Saturday, Feb. 17. Doors open at
9pm, show at 9:30. Tickets $20 general admission, and $35 VIP.  21+.
LAS PUERTAS 1512 FIRST STREET NW, 9PM TO MIDNIGHT alibi.com/v/5hxt. (Mayo Lua de

Frenchie) a
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Calendar | Community

COMMUNITY

CALENDAR
THURSDAY FEB 15
KIDS
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Dance Classes. Variety dance
lessons for kids of all ages. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. $15. 1pm.
ALL-AGES! 224-9808. alibi.com/v/5j2p.

TAYLOR RANCH LIBRARY Pajama Storytime. Kids wear their PJs
and enjoy stories, music, fun and relaxing activities. 5700 Bogart
St NW. 6:30-7:30pm. 897-8816. alibi.com/v/5iay.

LEARN
ADELANTE DEVELOPMENT CENTER Let Me Tell You ’Bout the
Birds and the Bees.Author Olivia Carrol discusses the importance
of birds and bees to our environment. 3900 Osuna Rd NE.
7-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 503-5599. alibi.com/v/5gz9.

PATRICK J. BACA LIBRARY Water Conservation Meeting. Water
Authority’s meeting to preview changes for the coming year. Enter
to win a rain storage barrel. 8081 Central Ave NW. 6-7pm. 18+.
245-3134. alibi.com/v/5i0u.

UNM ZIMMERMAN LIBRARY Portrait Profiles: Peerless Pioneers.
Robert K. Barney, Professor Emeritus, honors the contributions
of two of the fundamental pioneers in UNM athletics history.
1900 Roma Ave NE. 5:30-6:30pm. ALL-AGES! 277-0278.
alibi.com/v/5izt.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Thursday Birders.
Guided tour of the grounds and bosque. 6500 Coors Blvd NW. 

FRIDAY FEB 16
KIDS
!EXPLORA! Parents’ Night Out: Colorful Candy Experiments and
More. Staff leads theme-related activities including science exper-
iments with candy, making melted candy art and more. Dinner
is included. Regristration required. 1701 Mountain Rd NW.
$35-$45. 6-10pm. 224-8341. alibi.com/v/5j6m.

SAN PEDRO LIBRARY Leap Into Science: Measure Up. Explore
non-standard measurement as a way of learning how and why
people developed standards for measuring things. For ages 6 to
9. 5600 Trumbull Ave SE. 3-4:30pm. 256-2067. alibi.com/v/5j6o.

LEARN
JUAN TABO PUBLIC LIBRARY Tech Talk: Online City Maps. Discuss
technology and how it relates to Albuquerque. 3407 Juan Tabo
Blvd NE. 10:30-11am. 291-6260. alibi.com/v/5j6n.

SATURDAY FEB 17
WILD PET FOOD PLUS For the Love of Dogs: Adoption Event and
Furry Speed Dating with Dogs. Find your true, furry love at this
speed dating adoption that benefits Animal Humane, Enchantment
Chihuahua Rescue, Bridges to Home as well as Paws and Stripes.
3301 Menaul Blvd. FREE. 1-4pm. ALL-AGES! 881-3647.
alibi.com/v/5i91.

KIDS
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Dance Classes. 4121 Cutler
Ave NE. $15. 1pm. ALL-AGES! See 2/15 listing.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FLAMENCO Baby Flamenco. Children
ages 3 to 5 learn techniques to develop rhythm and coordination
for beginning flamenco dancers. 10-11am. alibi.com/v/5g65.
Also, Intro to Child Flamenco. Basic introduction to skills and
processes of flamenco that prepare students 5 to 12 to advance
through the curriculum. 1620 Central Ave SE. $13. 5:15-6:15pm.
242-7600. alibi.com/v/5g6v.

TONY HILLERMAN LIBRARY LEAP into Science: A Balancing Act.
Explore and manipulate the placement of weight in objects to
learn about the science of balance. 8205 Apache Ave NE. 2-3pm.
291-6264. alibi.com/v/5hf2.

LEARN
CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN Downtown Walking Tour. Learn about
the diverse settlers and their contributions to local history. 100
Central Ave SW. 10am-noon. ALL-AGES! 289-0589.
alibi.com/v/5h1g.

SOUTH VALLEY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CENTER Excel
Workshop. Pi Luna makes learning fun and easy in this hands-
on workshop. 318 Isleta Blvd SW. $29. 10am-1pm. 877-0373.
alibi.com/v/5j6r.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY Nisei, The Greatest

Generations: Soldiers, Protesters and Prisoners. Stories of
the American-born children of Japanese immigrants who grew

up during the Great Depression, reached maturity during WWII
and served their country in a variety of ways. 423 Central Ave
NE. 1-3pm. ALL-AGES! 848-1376. alibi.com/v/5ixs. See Event
Horizon.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT Excursiones: Petroglifos.
Un excursión difícil con terrenos irregulares. 6510 Western Trail
NW. 10am. ALL-AGES! 243-7767. alibi.com/v/5hfr.

ROUTES BICYCLE TOURS AND RENTALS Velo-Tine’s Bike Tour.
Ride through some of Albuquerque’s most romantic locations
and scenery. Registration recommended. 404 San Felipe St NW.
$60-$65. 1:30-5:30pm. 21+. 933-5667. alibi.com/v/5hfa.

SUNDAY FEB 18
KIDS
BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Spring Family Fun Day. Crafts, outdoor
activities and experiments to deepen your discovery of the world.
9521 Rio Grande Blvd NW. Noon-5pm. ALL-AGES! 314-0398.
alibi.com/v/5hy3.

CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY Despicable Me 3 (PG). A colorful
animation and zany humor from Gru and his opponent Balthazar
Bratt. 8081 Central Ave NW. 1:30-3pm. ALL-AGES! 768-4320.
alibi.com/v/5hf4.

LEARN
CERRILLOS HILLS STATE PARK VISITOR CENTER, Cerrillos
Cochineal: Empire-making Insect. Learn about the premium
export to Spain, second only to silver, and its traditional uses.
37 Main St. 2-4pm. ALL-AGES! 474-0196. alibi.com/v/5i4i.

MONDAY FEB 19
O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob Hill Indivisible Nob Hill Weekly Meeting.
Progressive precinct training to energize the community and inject
the state Democratic party with an active and conscientious,
progressive voice. 4310 Central Ave SE. 5:30-7:30pm. ALL-AGES!
350-3323. alibi.com/v/5btr.

KIDS
!EXPLORA! School’s Out: Camp for President’s Day. Solve puzzles
and discover patterns with math, science and art. 1701 Mountain
Rd NW. 9am-4pm. 224-8341. alibi.com/v/5ib2.

KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Dance Classes. 4121 Cutler
Ave NE. $15. 1pm. ALL-AGES! See 2/15 listing.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FLAMENCO Intro to Child Flamenco.
1620 Central Ave SE. $13. 5:15-6:15pm. See 2/17 listing.

PARADISE HILLS COMMUNITY CENTER Presidents’ Day Camp.
Family-friendly activities relating to the holiday. 5901 Paradise
Blvd. NW. 7am-6pm. 314-0245. alibi.com/v/5j6u.

TUESDAY FEB 20
KIDS
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Dance Classes. 4121 Cutler
Ave NE. $15. 1pm. ALL-AGES! See 2/15 listing.

LEARN
SANTA FE COMMUNITY COLLEGE, Santa Fe Celebrate Black
History Month. Guest speakers present a multi-media overview
of black history in contemporary America. 6401 Richards Ave.
11:30am-1pm. ALL-AGES! 428-1686. alibi.com/v/5iw3.

SELF SERVE Tantra You Can Use. Create a more intense intimate
connection and bond with your partner through creating full body
energy orgasms. 3904 Central Ave SE. $15-$20. 7:30-9pm.
18+. 340-6258. alibi.com/v/5gyj.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY Creating Transformational
Teams in Life and Work. Ignite vision, purpose and meaning in
projects of any and all sizes. Registration required. 423 Central
Ave NE. $20. 1:30-4pm. 243-0934. alibi.com/v/5ib3.

WEDNESDAY FEB 21
KIDS
ANDERSON-ABRUZZO ALBUQUERQUE INTERNATIONAL
BALLOON MUSEUM Stories in the Sky: Colors. Stories, songs,
movement and crafts involving colors for childen up to age six.
9201 Balloon Museum Dr NE. 9:30am-10:15pm. 768-6020.
alibi.com/v/5ib4.

KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Dance Classes. 4121 Cutler
Ave NE. $15. 1pm. ALL-AGES! See 2/15 listing.

LEARN
EMBASSY SUITES HOTEL National Association of Women
Business Owners Meeting. Guest speaker Ann Lerner from the
Albuquerque Film Office talks about getting invloved in the
burgeoning Albuquerque film industry. 1000 Woodward Pl NE.
$25-$30. 11:15am-1pm. alibi.com/v/5j6w.

Compiled by Megan Reneau, Zabrina Chavez and Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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New Songs for Anaya
Opera Southwest premieres an

adaptation of a classic

Starting its tenure at the National Hispanic
Cultural Center (1701 Fourth Street SW) on
Sunday, Feb. 18, and running until Sunday,
Feb. 25, is Bless Me, Ultima like you’ve never
seen it before. For this little-over-a-week long
engagement, Opera Southwest is presenting
the first ever performances of Rudolfo Anaya’s
classic story in the form of an opera conducted
by Maestro Guillermo Figueroa.
Looking ahead to the show’s premiere,

Opera Southwest’s Publicity Director
Stephanie Hainsfurther provided some further
details on this re-telling of the novel. 

Alibi: How was an opera production of this
book conceived of?
Hainsfurther: Opera Southwest and the

National Hispanic Cultural Center, along with
Opera Cultura in Los Angeles, commissioned
this opera from prominent Mexican-American
composer Héctor Armienta, creator of a
musical drama based on the legend of La
Llorona. It has long been an ambition of Opera
Southwest to present a world premiere of a
distinctly New Mexican opera. Rudolfo
Anaya’s American classic was foremost in the
minds of Artistic Director Maestro Anthony
Barrese and Executive Director Tony
Zancanella, and our major donors were always
on board with the idea.

What were the unique challenges that
adapting it to this medium presented?
There are story lines within the novel that

were dropped from the opera, for the sake of
brevity. Mr. Armienta consulted with Mr.
Anaya on the libretto, and they were careful to
adhere to the major themes, scenes and
characters. The opera is an art form in and of
itself. But Bless Me, Ultima the novel is the
kernel of the story.

How do you think seeing it as an opera
might deepen viewers’ understanding of the
story?
The principle themes: personal destiny, the

spiritual world vs. the temporal world, good vs.
evil, come through poignantly in the beauty of
the music. They’ll feel it in their hearts.

What do you hope viewers walk away with,
or have learned, after seeing this production? 
That New Mexico is a place unlike any

other, where we have celebrated authors like
Rudolfo Anaya, and people dedicated to
showcasing our uncommon arts and culture,
like everyone involved with Opera Southwest.
a

ART PREVIEW

BYMAGGIE GRIMASON

ARTS | CulTuRe ShoCk

Resistance and Creative
Practice

Multi-disciplinary artists converge at “the last oil” conference

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

“W
e’re expanding the definition of what
we mean by art,” Subhankar
Banerjee, an art and ecology

professor at UNM, as well as the one of the
key organizers of “the last oil” symposium,
explained to me about the upcoming
conference, to be held on the university’s
campus from Wednesday, Feb. 21 to Friday,
Feb. 23. The gathering brings together artists,
activists, writers, whistle-blowers and many
more in the first national symposium to
address federal offshore energy policies,
particularly as they relate to the arctic—
though the connections to New Mexico and
the broader west are everywhere.
The conference posits that we are in the

second oil age—the age of petroleum, our
reliance on which has had devastating effect
on the natural world; the arctic is the
“bellwether” of climate change. There is a very
clear context for this—in December oil and
gas development was approved on the coast of
the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, and last
month a five-year offshore drilling plan was
introduced which opens up significant federal
water to oil and gas development.
The lands in question are essential for

animals and for landscapes, as well as vital for
Indigenous communities in the far north.
“How do we resist oil?” Banerjee asked.
“Multi-species justice is a way to think about
all of this—which means bringing
environmental conservation into alignment
with environmental justice and Indigenous
rights.”
Banerjee pointed to the work, Calling All

Polar Bears, by multi-disciplinary artist Allison
Akootchook Warden as a perfect enunciation
of what multi-species solidarity can look like
and how artists can “seamlessly breach that
gap,” which often remains fraught. “She’s
talking about polar bears,” Banerjee said, “but
she’s talking about a whole lot more than polar
bears.”
In this piece Warden—who is Iñupiaq,

from the small island of Kaktovik—transports
viewers, through performance, to her home.
There, Warden transforms into a polar bear,
using music—hip-hop and pop—to explore
the experience of the suffering species as the
ice melts right out from underneath them. Yet,
then she again transforms into other, human
characters, all to illumine a place. It is a piece
explicating human and non-human
experiences with equal parts humor and
tremendous sadness. Banerjee notes in his
essay, “Why Polar Bears?: Seeing the Arctic
Anew” that climate change has largely been
precipitated by those with “affluence and

power, in which the poor and the
marginalized, including Indigenous peoples,
have contributed little to climate change so far
but will continue to be disproportionately
affected by its devastating consequences.”
This, he says, makes Warden’s piece part of the
“cosmopolitics of Indigenous resistance.”
Warden will be speaking on the first night of
the symposium, as part of the “multispecies
solidarity” panel at 6pm, and will perform
afterwards.
Joining the discussion the following day is

artist Brian Adams, an Iñupiaq photographer
currently residing in Anchorage. Adams—who
along with Warden—was recently awarded a
Native Arts and Cultures Foundation
Fellowship—uses his skill to share Inuit
identities with a wide audience, and illustrate
how the lives of Indigenous communities in
the far north intersect with climate change
and cultural preservation. Adams is joined in
conversation by Julie Decker, the director of
the Anchorage Museum. “It’s not just
individually what artists are doing,” Banerjee
explained, “but for art to thrive, you need
support.” Decker and Adams will participate
in a panel at 6pm on Thursday, called “Next
North: On art, the North, and climate
change,” which will be moderated by Director
of the UNM Museum of Art, Arif Khan.
The final day will see The Red Nation

organizers connecting what’s happening in the
Arctic to what is happening closer to home,
and also illustrating what Banerjee meant
when he said the conference aims to expand
our working definition of what art is. Art—he
explained—is creative expression. “Protests
like the ones organized by The Red Nation, we
look at that as creative expression, as art. [Art]

is no longer just something that you paint and
get posted on the wall.”
That notion is galvanizing. What Banerjee

hopes for is a spark of recognition, a bit of
inspiration. “We are living in dispiriting
times,” he said. “Something like this could
maybe lighten the room a little bit.” Not by
way of pleasant distraction, but by providing
information and the blueprints on how to
make strides in the right direction where these
topics are concerned.
Happening in conjunction with the “the

last oil” symposium are the final days of
Banerjee’s own exhibition at the UNM
Museum of Art, Long Environmentalism in the
Near North (up until March 3). As is
illustrated in his photography and writing in
the show, these are landscapes that he feels
personally connected to. “Everything I do
today,” he said, “and I mean it, everything—as
a writer, as an artist, as a scholar, as a teacher,
as an activist—everything in one way or
another is informed by what took place in the
arctic. … My real education did not happen in
any university. It happened in those lands.”
For Banerjee however, its less about his

experiences, and more about the process of
creating connection in this world. “That’s
what I tell young people—it’s really about
engagement. It’s not about the product you
might create, or the art you might be creating,
or a piece of writing you might do. It’s just
staying engaged with these issues. You don’t
know you’re getting into beforehand, but it
could fundamentally change who you are.”
“The last oil” symposium is totally free and

open to the public. No registration is required.
Specific locations, times, parking suggestions
and more are online at thelastoil.unm.edu.  a

Soprano Daisy Beltran as Tony and Mezzo-
soprano Kirsten Chávez as Ultima in Opera
Southwest's adaptation of Rudolfo Anaya's
novel LANCE OZIER/TODOS JUNTOS PHOTOGRAPHY

“Protect: Caribou and Salmon”; Gwich'in Human-
Aerial Art along the Yukon River, Fort Yukon, Alaska,

COURTESY OF GWICH'IN STEERING COMMITTEE
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ARTS | ARTS Review

The Creativity of a
Continent 

Making Africa explores the thousand
contexts of contemporary design 

broader landscape. 
Standouts for me were the many inquiries into

fashion included in the exhibition, celebrating the
self-definition allowed by this mode of creative
expression, but also the numerous subtexts it carries.
Leanie van der Vyver’s “Scary Beautiful” delivers
powerful, wearable commentary in the form of high
heels that reverse the shoe’s typical shape, with the
toe elevated to insane heights. These heels control
the wearer’s posture to the extreme, begging the
question of the difference between beauty and
domination, the ugly and misshapen versus the
stylish. There is also Zohra Opoku’s print in another
section of the show, “Waxprint Prison,” which
comes from a larger body of work,Who is Wearing
My T-shirt.Opoku’s work investigates the cultural
heritage of textiles, and how they “function like a
language themselves.” In this series, African wax
fabrics are explored in their context as imports—
African-made textiles actually make up a small
percentage of the market—through powerful,
layered photography. 
These pieces speak to just inches of the depth

and variety that Making Africa as a whole brings to
the Albuquerque Museum’s galleries. It’s hard to
summarize the breadth of work throughout multiple
defining sections, but what is immediately apparent
to anyone who spends even moments here is that
this is the work that is designing the future. There is
so much contained in the questions that greet
visitors to the exhibition: “What is design? What is
Africa? And what is African design?”
The Albuquerque Museum of Art is open 9am

to 5pm Tuesday through Sunday. Admission for
adults starts at $3. Visitors can also pop in for special
events happening in conjunction with the Making
Africa exhibition like Burque Noir, a celebration of
the artistic contributions of African American
community members. This year’s iteration of Burque
Noir is held on Thursday, Feb. 15, from 6pm to
8:30pm. Galleries are open, and there are several
performances, along with food and drink from Slate
Street Cafe. For this event, admission is free. 
Discover more special events and ways to

connect with the scale of Making Africa,which is on
display until May 6, at albuquerquemuseum.org.  a

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

T
he continent of Africa is large and
diverse—its landmass could swallow up
whole other continents, like Europe or

Australia, several times over, actually, and
within its landscapes both urban and
pastoral, more than 2,000 languages are
spoken. Like the continent itself—perhaps
necessarily so—Making Africa: A Continent
of Contemporary Design is massive. The
exhibition, organized by Germany’s Vitra
Design Museum, along with Spain’s
Guggenheim Museum Bilbao, opened at the
Albuquerque Museum of Art last weekend,
the second stop on its US tour after
premiering stateside in Atlanta. 
The sprawling exhibition welcomes

visitors with a metaphorical eye-opener, the work of
Kenyan artist Cyrus Kabiru. In these pieces, flanked
by video of curators and thinkers addressing our
need to upend Eurocentric narratives around Africa,
are upcycled, wearable eye sculptures, dubbed C-
Stunners. Made of reclaimed wire, tin cans and
other objects, the pieces have the effect of scene-
setting costumery from a cyberpunk film. 
That, by way of introduction, folds us into the

cutting-edge, expansive take on design brought to
bear in this collection of more than 120 distinct
pieces spread across multiple, beautifully staged
rooms. Emphasizing the consciousness-shaping
design coming out of (primarily) urban hubs across
the continent, visitors are treated to the visual
evidence of something they may not have realized
before—that these makers, artists, street
photographers, game, fashion, furniture and graphic
designers—are ushering in the next century of
design, already making waves the world over. 
Hitherto visiting Making Africa, I had never seen

website design treated as a piece of art. In the
context of the gallery, though, it was so obvious that
Taali M’s website is exactly that. A Congolese,
Chadian and Egyptian pop artist, Taali M’s website,
designed by Pierre-Christophe Gam, provides a foil
to her music through brilliant color and symbolism
both ancient and modern. It’s this broad, inclusive
eye on the design that shapes our lives that allows
the exhibition to avoid much generalization while
giving visitors a very expansive eye on artistic
developments across the 54 countries in Africa. 
There’s a hybrid here of the ultra-modern and

the ramshackle, all conceptually smart. One piece
evincing the latter theme is “Ponte City” by
photographers Mikhael Subotzky and Patrick
Waterhouse. This study of a formerly luxurious
Johannesburg apartment complex—Ponte City—
and its decline post-apartheid is a towering
documentation of every window, every door and
every television screen in the 54-story structure. The
small photographs are lined up like film strips across
several 12-foot lightboxes that mimic the structure
of skyscrapers. Every small still is particular, but
taken as a whole, each unique portal—whether door
or window or screen—shares much in common,
underscoring again, the particular within a 

THE LAST RHINO
Meet Sudan, the last northern white rhino, living in a Kenyan sanctuary 

under 24-hour armed guard. Trace his harrowing journey as scientists 

and animal experts race to save the species before it dies out forever.

WED FEB 21 7PM

KNME 5.1

NMPBS.org

Pierre-Christophe Gam, "The Kingdom of Taali M," 2012,
Website für die französisch-kongolesische Sängerin Taali M./
website for the French-Congolese, © Pierre-Christophe Gam

COURTESY OF MAKING AFRICA



When it comes to crafting real taste in our blends,

two ingredients are all we’ve ever needed.

Tobacco Ingredients: Tobacco & Water

Use your smartphone to request paperless 
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THURSDAY FEB 15
STAGE
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Burque Noir. The
locally-run organization that champions the expansive visualband
performance art of black people hosts a multi-media experience
of arts delivered by a vast array of black artists and performers.
2000 Mountain Rd NW. 5-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 243-7255.
alibi.com/v/5i90.

LUCKY 66 BOWL, DEWAR’S PUB PocoLoco Comedy Show. Live
standup comedy with host Kevin Kennedy. 6132 Fourth Street NW.
$5. 9pm. 21+. 850-2349. alibi.com/v/5jao.

FILM
KIMO THEATRE My Cousin Rachel (1952). When Philip Ashley’s
much-loved cousin Ambrose dies, he is convinced that Ambrose
was murdered by his new wife Rachel to inherit his wealth. 423
Central Ave NW. 7-8:45pm. 768-3544. alibi.com/v/5hyp.

FRIDAY FEB 16
ART
YOGA ART SPACE Valentine’s Paint Night. Step by step instructions
are given to learn how to paint the painting of the month. 8338
Comanche Rd NE. $20. 7pm. ALL-AGES! 310-7457. alibi.com/v/5idl.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER Love, Loss, and What I Wore. Monologues and
ensemble of pieces about women, clothing and memories. 9813
Fourth Street NW. $17-$20. 7:30pm. 13+. 898-9222. alibi.com/v/5i5v.

AUX DOG THEATRE Mrs. Warren’s Profession 2.0. Matthew Yde’s
contemporary adaptation of George Bernard Shaw’s play, which
premiered in London in 1902. 3011 Monte Vista Blvd NE. $8-$18.
8pm. 596-0607. alibi.com/v/5hkb.

MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST Bonnie and Clyde: A New Musical.
An exciting and mischievous new experience on the classice rebel
love story. 6320 Domingo Rd NE. $22. 7:30pm. 13+. 265-9119.
alibi.com/v/5hjx.

VORTEX THEATRE Mary Stuart. A Friedrich Sholler play about two
sides of one coin, the relation between Queen Mary and Queen
Elizabeth I. 2900 Carlisle Blvd NE. $15-$22. 7:30pm. 13+. 247-8600.
alibi.com/v/5j13.

SONG & DANCE
CONGREGATION NAHALAT SHALOM 16th Annual KlezmerQuerque
Festival of Klezmer Music and Dance. Concerts, dance parties,
Jewish religious services, hands-on music and dance workshops,
and lecture presentations. 3606 Rio Grande Blvd. NW. $25-$115.
ALL-AGES! 243-6276. alibi.com/v/5i14.

POPEJOY HALL Lyle Lovett and Robert Earl Keen. Two of music’s
most vibrant and iconic performers swap songs on acoustic guitars,
treating the audience to more than 30 years of music and friendship.
203 Cornell Dr NE. 7:30pm. 925-5858. alibi.com/v/5i26.

FILM
KIMO THEATRE The Scapegoat (1959). While on a vacation in
France from his nondescript job and life, John Barratt encounters
a titled but impoverished French nobleman who looks exactly like
him and trades places with him. 423 Central Ave NW. 7-9pm.
768-3544. alibi.com/v/5i24.

SATURDAY FEB 17
WORDS
PAGE ONE BOOKSTORE Investigating Ghosts: The Scientific Search
for Spirits. Folklorist and researcher Benjamin Radford describes
his first-hand investigations into some of N.M.’s most famous and
bizarre ghosts. 5850 Eubank Blvd NE. 4-5:35pm. ALL-AGES!
294-2026. alibi.com/v/5hfp.

ART
GHOSTWOLF GALLERY Resolve, Evolve: A Panel on Artistic Growth.
Peri Pakroo moderates a panel of artists in a discussion about
renewal, forward movement, personal evolution and transcendence
in art. 2043 South Plaza NW. 2-3pm. 18+. 246-9653.
alibi.com/v/5gtb.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER Love, Loss, and What I Wore. 9813 Fourth Street
NW. $17-$20. 7:30pm. 13+. See 2/16 listing.

AUX DOG THEATRE Mrs. Warren’s Profession 2.0. 3011 Monte
Vista Blvd NE. $8-$18. 8pm. See 2/16 listing.

MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST Bonnie and Clyde: A New Musical.
6320 Domingo Rd NE. $22. 7:30pm. 13+. See 2/16 listing.

Calendar | arts & lit 

POPEJOY HALL Mummenschanz: you&me. The world-renowned
mime group performs a witty and wordless performance that
explores human communication with only body language and
props. 203 Cornell Dr NE. $20-$59. 2pm. 277-9771.
alibi.com/v/5bav. See Event Horizon.

VORTEX THEATRE Mary Stuart. 2900 Carlisle Blvd NE. $15-$22.
7:30pm. 13+. See 2/16 listing.

SONG & DANCE
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Expo NM
Afriquerque. Rodey Bowe performs his favorite funky jams traversing
the spectrum from R&B to jazz to funk. 310 San Pedro Dr NE.
$10-$15. 7-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 222-0785. alibi.com/v/5gxh.
See Event Horizon.

CONGREGATION NAHALAT SHALOM 16th Annual KlezmerQuerque
Festival of Klezmer Music and Dance. 3606 Rio Grande Blvd. NW.
$25-$115. ALL-AGES! See 2/16 listing.

LAS PUERTAS Sophia’s Speakeasy. A rotating curated cast of
local and traveling burlesque entertainers perform to live music
from Silver String Jazz Quartet. 1512 First Street NW. $20-$35.
9pm-midnight. 21+. (443) 528-5076. alibi.com/v/5hxt. See
Event Horizon.

LEARN
HELIX COFFEE & YOGA Make Your Own Bath Bombs. Make three
large coffee bean bath bombs, a recipe to make bath bombs at
home and three reusable molds. 3612 Campus NE. $30. 10-11am.
ALL-AGES! 803-1346. alibi.com/v/5guk.

FILM
KIMO THEATRE Rebecca (1940). A woman falls in love with the
wealthy Maxim de Winter. When they return to his large estate in
Cornwall, Mrs. de Winter discovers that his first wife, Rebecca, has
a strange hold on everyone at the estate. 423 Central Ave NW.
7-9:15pm. 768-3544. alibi.com/v/5i39.

SUNDAY FEB 18
ART
HOLOCAUST & INTOLERANCE MUSEUM OF NEW MEXICO Hate
In America: Opening Reception. An exploration of hate groups
currently active in the hate crimes committed throughout history.
616 Central Ave SW. 2-4pm. 247-0606. alibi.com/v/5j6t.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER Love, Loss, and What I Wore. 9813 Fourth Street
NW. $17-$20. 7:30pm. 13+. See 2/16 listing.

AUX DOG THEATREMrs. Warren’s Profession 2.0. 3011 Monte Vista
Blvd NE. $8-$18. 2pm. See 2/16 listing.

MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST Bonnie and Clyde: A New Musical.
6320 Domingo Rd NE. $22. 2pm. 13+. See 2/16 listing.

SONG & DANCE
CONGREGATION NAHALAT SHALOM 16th Annual KlezmerQuerque
Festival of Klezmer Music and Dance. 3606 Rio Grande Blvd. NW.
$25-$115. ALL-AGES! See 2/16 listing.

MONDAY FEB 19
STAGE
AUX DOG THEATRE Confess and Conspire. Count Harry Kessler
and theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer are kidnapped by two sisters
who, rather than uncovering a plot to kill Hitler, provoke confes-
sions of sexual identity, desire and murder. 3011 Monte Vista
Blvd NE. 7pm. 596-0607. alibi.com/v/5j53. See Event Horizon.

TUESDAY FEB 20
SONG & DANCE
POPEJOY HALL STOMP. The troupe uses everything but conven-
tional percussion instruments like matchboxes, wooden poles,
brooms, garbage cans, Zippo lighters and hubcaps to fill the
stage with magnificent rhythms. 203 Cornell Dr NE. $35-$100.
7:30pm. 925-5858. alibi.com/v/5jd8. See Event Horizon.

FILM
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY It (R). Seven bullied kids battle a
child-murdering clown in 1989 small-town Maine. Must be age 17
or older, photo ID required. 8081 Central Ave NW. 5:30-7:30pm.
18+. 768-4320. alibi.com/v/5hf6.

WEDNESDAY FEB 21
SONG & DANCE
ODDFELLOWS HALL, Santa Fe Santa Fe Megaband Rehearsal.
Open community band practice is for musicians to get together
and play acoustic string band music. 1125 Cerrillos Rd. 7pm.
ALL-AGES! (563) 379-9020. alibi.com/v/5i2m.

POPEJOY HALL STOMP. 203 Cornell Dr NE. $35-$100. 7:30pm.
See 2/20 listing. See Event Horizon.

ARTS& LIT
CALENDAR

Compiled by Megan Reneau, Zabrina Chavez and Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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BY ROBIN BABB

T
he Bird Hot Pot is notable for being the first
dedicated hot pot restaurant in
Albuquerque. Hot pot, if you’re unfamiliar,

is a traditionally Chinese style of cooking that
involves dipping raw ingredients into a boiling
pot of broth on your dining table to cook them,
then into a dipping sauce, and then into your
mouth. Yes, it’s a little bit like fondue, and yes,
it’s a little bit like going to a restaurant and
then paying to cook your own meal—but it’s
also a really fun group dinner.

The Bird is owned by the same folks who
run the connected Bird of Paradise Liquor
Store. The space is bizarre. There’s no other way
to say it. The tiny restaurant space in the front
opens up into a huge bar in the back that you
could entirely miss, if you’re just going there for
the food. There’s televisions on every vertical
surface—playing sports in the bar, and playing a
mix of game shows and soap operas with the
volume on low in the front restaurant. The bar
has a generous tap with a few local brews and
plenty of domestics, and good prices to boot (a
pint of Shiner Bock cost me $3.50). There’s a
few dining tables back there, a jukebox and
several pool tables, along with a handwritten
sign that promises karaoke on Saturdays. On my
second visit there I played a game of pool with a
few other visibly queer women, and the slight
but palpable tension between our table and the
couple of men dressed in hunting camo at the
other table was delightful. The crowd that this
place draws is interesting and varied, to say the
least. I suspect it’s at its fullest on game nights. 

If what you go there for is the food—which
is certainly reason enough—you’ll be seated in
the small front room and given a laminated
check-box menu and a dry-erase marker. The
menu here is limited to hot pot and a handful of
appetizers like seaweed salad, tempura and a few
other fried, sushi restaurant type of dishes. The
jalapeño bombs ($5 for a plate of six) are a tasty
dish to share and friendly on the American
palate: fried jalapeños stuffed with cream cheese
and imitation crab and topped with some
sriracha mayo and hoisin sauce. Don’t feel like
you need to visit the appetizer menu by any
means, though—the reason you’re here is to
stick some raw stuff into boiling broth, and
anything else is just overture.

There’s six different kinds of hot pots
available at The Bird: pork ($15), chicken
($15), beef ($16), seafood ($17), vegetable
($14) and “water land” ($19, a big combination
of seafood plus pork, beef and chicken). Each
comes with some bok choy, cabbage, corn,
carrots and mushrooms in the broth as well. You
choose either rice or dong fen (a thin rice
noodle) to go into your hot pot, or pay a little
extra for udon or ramen noodles (each $2). On

the back of the menu, you’ll find a whole list of
side items that can be added. These come out
raw in little dishes to be added to the pot as
desired. I especially enjoyed the addition of
chrysanthemum leaves (a very floral-tasting
green with a peppery aftertaste) and kimchi
(each $3). One hot pot with a couple add-ons is
more than enough for two hungry people,
especially since the servers are generous with
bringing out more broth as they see your pot get
depleted. This isn’t a very leftovers-friendly
kind of meal, so try not to over-order.

Once your hot pot comes out, head to the
small cart full of dipping sauces and garnishes to
customize as you see fit. There’s chili oil and
sriracha for spice, but also some fresh cilantro
and green onion, as well as white vinegar,
chopped garlic, lime wedges and soy sauce. The
condiments trip is a traditional part of the hot
pot experience, so don’t feel like you’re being
rude or uncultured for adding in all the
flavoring your heart desires.

On one of my visits to The Bird Hot Pot I
came in a group of four, which is an ideal
configuration for trying two different kinds of

hot pot. We split one vegetable and one beef
hot pot, with a few add-ons for each: the
aforementioned chrysanthemum leaves and
kimchi in the veggie, and, for the more
adventurous of us, pork blood ($3) and fatty
intestine ($3) in the beef. The server came back
to our table to make extra sure we had meant to
order those last two. “It’s good,” he assured us,
speaking about the pork blood, “it’s … kind of
like tofu.” Not exactly what I was expecting,
but he was right—at least as far as texture goes,
it is similar to tofu. Taste-wise, well, it tastes a
lot like blood. A little disconcerting, frankly,
but a good try for adventurous eaters.

The broth itself is very simple: Probably a
stock made from bones and meat, is my guess.
Mixing in some chili paste, fresh cilantro and
lime was my recipe, while some of my
tablemates went heavy on the garlic and
sriracha. We gulped down our bowls of seasoned
broth after all our meat and veggies were gone,
and I found myself full to the point of
drowsiness. That doesn’t mean that I didn’t
move back to the bar for a beer, though.

If you’re looking for a place to get a pint and
catch up with a friend, The Bird’s bar is
definitely a good spot to try. Being connected to
the liquor store next door, they have quite a
generous selection of booze at cheap prices.
Their tap has plenty of regulars like Modelo
Especial and PBR, along with some deeper dives
like Great Divide’s Samurai Blonde Ale, an
easy-drinking beer that I’m partial to. In the
future, I’ll probably be coming here to watch
baseball games and drink cheap drafts at the
bar, hopefully with a basket of tempura or egg
rolls at my side. I hope to see you there. a

Hot Pot Finally Hits
Albuquerque

The Bird Hot Pot serves adventurous eats and cheap drafts

WEEKLY SPECIALS

BYROBIN BABB

There are quite a few food and drink spots
opening up in Albuquerque this month, all of

which I’m pretty excited about. None of them
exactly fall into the healthy category, but February
is kind of all about giving up on those lofty New
Year’s diet goals anyway, right? Embrace the
downward spiral and enjoy yourself.

Roll Avenue
Apparently rolled ice cream is a trendy dessert

item these days, and the only reason I know that is
because Albuquerque is getting a rolled ice cream
shop. If you don’t know, rolled ice cream is fried ice
cream rolled into a tortilla-like pastry. Sounds
pretty great, right? Roll Avenue opens in Coronado
Center (6600 Menaul Blvd. NE) this spring—
before April 1, says owner David Ho—to serve the
Asian-style dessert to mall shoppers. The dessert
shop, which has four locations in Arizona currently,
may expand to other locations in Albuquerque if
this first venture goes well.

Sweet Tooth
Another dessert shop, also with rolled ice

cream! I told you it was trendy. Sweet Tooth opens
up at 6910 Montgomery Blvd. NE, supposedly by
Valentine’s Day. Albuquerque natives Dao Pham
and Huy Nguyen, the co-owners of Sweet Tooth,
are partners in business and in life, and are excited
to take this next venture together. Nguyen already
owns the taproom adjacent to Sweet Tooth called
Tap That, so now the couple will be business
neighbors as well. 

High and Dry Brewing
Albuquerque’s

craft beer scene
just got a new
player: High and
Dry Brewing had
their grand opening
on Saturday, Feb.
10, with five
flagship beers on
tap (including a
stout that’s brewed
with Humble
coffee) as well as a rotating guest tap. They plan to
have food trucks on site most days—check out
their Facebook page to see who’s parked there
when you plan to visit. They’re at 529 Adams St.
NE in the real world and at highanddrybrewing.com
online.

Leona Banh Mi
I am always ready to eat a banh mi, any time of

the day or night. While I haven’t visited Leona
Banh Mi (3250 Coors Blvd. NW), the new
Vietnamese joint in town, folks on Yelp seem to be
pretty stoked on it. They make their own tofu and
serve boba tea as well, which has definitely got me
interested. The place is small, so it might be more
ideal for a carry-out situation. If you’ve been, hit me
up to let me know how the food is—I’d love to get
the scoop.

Devon’s Pop Smoke
This gastropub at 6001 Osuna Rd. NE has only

been open about five weeks, but it’s already
earning attention for its huge tap of New Mexico
beers and for sourcing its pork from a ranch in
Chilili, N.M. They do a lot of open-flame cooking
here (trend alert!) and upscale bar food. Check out
the upstairs loft if you want to have a quiet drink
away from the crowd. a

The Bird Hot Pot 

5407 Gibson Blvd. SE
255-3151

Hours: Tue-Sat 11am-11pm, 
Sun Noon-9pm, Mon 11am-9pm

Alibi Recommends: Beef hot pot, cheap draft beer
Vibe:Weird but in the best way

Beef hot pot and water land hot pot COURTESY OF THE BIRD HOT POT
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The Revolution Will Not
Be Hungry

Julia Turshen’s Feed the Resistance provides

recipes, ideas for activists

BY ROBIN BABB

“I
n 1969, the Black Panther Party for Self-
Defense began their Free Breakfast for
School Children Program out of St.

Augustine’s Church in Oakland, California …
This was a program that J. Edgar Hoover called
‘the most dangerous domestic threat to national
security.’ ” This is the beginning of a recipe for
grits in Julia Turshen’s book Feed the Resistance:
Recipes and Ideas for Getting Involved. The recipe is
contributed by People’s Kitchen Collective, a
food-centered political education project in
Oakland that serves an annual Free Breakfast in
West Oakland in honor of the legacy of the Black
Panther Party. It feeds 100, and it’s titled “The
People’s Grits.”

Feed the Resistance is a cookbook and a
handbook for activists, and it’s filled with recipes
and essays like this. The idea for the book was
born at the start of 2017, when the Trump
administration issued its first version of the travel
ban that targeted majority Muslim countries.
Turshen, a food journalist and cookbook author,
was at an immigrants’ rights meeting in New York
when she was approached by an organizer. “Did I
hear you say you knew about food?” the woman
asked her. Turshen was quickly appointed the
Food Team Leader—it became her job to cook for
the organizing meetings. She was thrilled to be
able to use her skills to help the people who were
organizing, and she began to think about how
food plays a role in activism and politics. “I
realized that the work I was doing in my own
community could be exponential if I put some of
it down on paper and shared it with you so that
you can better feed your own resistance, whatever
that looks like, and hopefully share it with those
around you,” Turshen says in the introduction.
And if Turshen and the other contributors to

Feed the Resistance—chefs, writers and organizers
from all over the country—are the ones in the
kitchen, then it will be a very well fed resistance,
indeed. The recipes are divided into three
sections: easy recipes for those too busy resisting
to cook; huge recipes for feeding crowds of hungry
activists; and recipes for baked goods and portable
snacks to bring to the meeting or the protest.
There’s Turshen’s recipe for thai yellow curry
vegetable pot, an easy and filling meal that can
expand to feed many based on how many veggies
you have in your fridge that day. In addition to
“The People’s Grits,” there’s recipes for big
batches of collard greens and baked sweet
potatoes—a perfect three-part meal to feed a
crowd. Plenty of the recipes are vegan (because
you know how activists are) and most of them are
very cheap to make (because you know how
activists are).
In addition to the recipes, short essays by

various contributors are interspersed throughout
the book, each touching on the importance of
food in the fight for justice. “How Food Can Be a
Platform for Activism” by Shakirah Simley is a

look into her experience talking her little brother
through what to do and how to act if he gets
stopped by the police. Tunde Wey’s essay is called
“Food is Like Sex. It is the Provocation,” and it’s a
beautifully original look into the discomfort and
challenging of beliefs that should enter into
sharing a meal (or a bed) with somebody.
“To think deeply about food is also to think

deeply about the environment, the economy,
immigration, education, community, culture,
families, race, gender and identity,” Turshen says
in the introduction. “Food is about people, all
people.” It is easy to wax poetic about the
unifying properties of food—it’s a very universal
need—but Turshen doesn’t let these nice
platitudes dominate her book, which is, more
than anything, a call to action. The book ends
with three lists: “Twenty Places to Reach Out
To,” “Ten Ways to Engage That Aren’t So
Obvious” and “Ten Things You Can Do in Less
Than Ten Minutes.” These are all ideas and
resources for the first-time or the would-be
activist: the person who wants to get involved but
doesn’t know the best way, or doesn’t know
which organizations support their values. The
ideas she offers are specific, caring and effective:
Become a mentor to a young person through an
organization like Big Brothers Big Sisters. Bake
cookies and bring them to your local first
responders to thank them for their service. Sign
up to escort somebody to an abortion
appointment. Additionally, your activism could
look like cooking a meal for some people in your
community, bringing them together to break
bread and then having some uncomfortable
conversations about race, class, gender and, of
course, food. As Tunde Wey says, “If discomfort is
the beginning of the journey, then emotional
labor is the transportive element.” It is time for us
to get to work.
You can buy Feed the Resistance on Amazon or

at chroniclebooks.com. a
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Have a Nice Day
Handcrafted crime film looks up at China from the animated gutter

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

M
odern economic forces and old-fashioned
crime collide in Liu Jian’s offbeat,
Quentin-Tarantino-meets-Adult-Swim

animation, Have a Nice Day. In 2010 Liu’s
Piercing I was produced without the support of
the Chinese government, making it the first
independent animated film from China.
Cynically witty and bluntly critical, Have a

Nice Day boasts a similar DIY attitude.
This short but tantalizing slice of pop art

begins with a quote from Tolstoy about
mankind’s predilection for paving over nature.
From there, we are taken directly to a “free
economic zone” in Southern China, a bleak
industrial wasteland squatting in the shadows
of a towering, unnamed city. Liu’s limited cell
animation is slow to move, but the
backgrounds explode with fussy detail. In Liu’s
vivid, ligne claire style, paint peels from rain-
scoured walls that are littered with posters and
laminated in graffiti. The eye practically
boggles at the visual minutiae. For those in the
know, it’s like looking at a comic book by Geof
Darrow (Hard Boiled, Shaolin Cowboy). For
those less versed in comic book lore, it’s like a
Tintin book gone starkly, bleakly punk rock
real.

In this gritty, gorgeously grubby world, we
are introduced to a young man named Zhang
Xiao (voiced by Zhu Changlong), an
unlicensed cab driver picking up a fare at a
mob-run construction site. He immediately
puts a knife to his passenger’s throat and
relieves him of a bag containing one million
yuan. (To put it in perspective, that’s only
about $150,000.) The money belongs to local

crime lord Uncle Liu. Stealing from him
makes Xiao either incredibly brave or
incredibly stupid. As it turns out, it’s a bit
more of the latter. Eventually, we learn that
Xiao has stolen the money to correct his
girlfriend’s recent botched cosmetic surgery.
But his dreams of a beautiful fiancée are
quickly squashed, as the money is stolen by a
particularly inventive con man named Yellow
Eye—who, in turn, is promptly ripped off by
an opportunistic waitress.

From here, Liu’s narrative spins off in a
half-dozen directions. Xiao, despite having lost
all the money, finds himself hounded
everywhere he goes. There’s the stalwart
hitman dressed like Sylvester Stallone in
Rocky sent by Uncle Liu to retrieve the loot.
At one point Xiao’s girlfriend’s mom sends a
family member to locate Xiao. That young
woman’s boyfriend turns out to be a low-rent
gangster, and the two hatch yet another plan
to rob poor Xiao of the money he no longer
has. 

Every character on display in the ironically
titled Have a Nice Day is on the make, working
their side hustle, looking for some way to beg,
borrow or steal a buck. Passing mentions of
Brexit and Donald Trump’s election ground
this bloody slapstick caper deeply in today’s

REEL WORLD
BYDEVIN D. O’LEARY

Better Than the Book?
The ABQ-BernCo. Public Library returns to the
historic KiMo Theatre for its annual Books to the
Big Screen film series. The subject of this year’s
series is British romantic novelist Daphne du
Maurier. The literary action gets going on
Thursday, Feb. 15 with the 1952 adaptation of
My Cousin Rachel. Richard Burton stars as a
young man who plots revenge against the
beguiling woman (Olivia de Havilland) he
believes married and murdered his cousin. On
Friday, Feb. 16 it’s the 1959 version of The
Scapegoat. Sir Alec Guinness stars as an English
schoolteacher who meets his lookalike, a French
count, and unwillingly swaps identities with him.
Bette Davis co-stars in this twisty thriller. On
Feb. 17, it’s Alfred Hitchcock’s 1940 film
Rebecca. Laurence Olivier and Joan Fontaine
star in this version of du Maurier’s most famous
tale about a bride tormented by the memory of
her husbands’ dead first wife. All films start at
7pm and are free to the public. The KiMo Theatre
is located at 423 Central Ave. NW. For more info
go to kimotickets.com.

Red Sky (at Night)
Richard Bradford’s 1968 coming-of-age novel
Red Sky at Morning is something of a New
Mexico classic, relating the story of a young man
whose family relocates from bustling Mobile, Ala.
to tiny Corazon Sagrado, N.M. during World War
II. The book was turned into a film in 1971
starring Richard Thomas, Catherine Burns and
Desi Arnaz Jr. It was shot in the towns of Lamy
and Truchas. On Thursday, Feb. 15 the National
Hispanic Cultural Center’s Bank of America
Theatre celebrates this piece of local history
with a screening of the film. This is presented as
part of the theater’s Free Thursday Film Series.
Seating is limited, of course. (The theater’s
recent screening of Bless Me, Ultimawas jam-
packed.) You can pick up your free tickets at the
box office (1701 Fourth Street NW) one hour
before showtime (which starts at 7pm).

Hit the Ground
SANEsuite, a local “early stage” technology
company that provides “technology solutions to
help empower survivors of trauma (namely
sexual harassment, assault and domestic
violence)” is sponsoring a movie screening and
discussion on Sunday, Feb. 18 at the KiMo
Theatre (423 Central Ave. NW). Starting at 1pm
the theater shows the documentary film The
Hunting Ground. This “startling exposé”—from
the director of The Invisible War, Outrage and
Derrida—exposes the institutional cover-ups of
rape crimes on U.S. college campuses. With the
after-film discussion, SANEsuite hopes to “raise
awareness of sexual and domestic violence to
high school and university student populations
throughout the city.” Admission to this event is
free.

Get It
Albuquerque’s Central and Unser Library (8081
Central Ave. NW) offers up a slightly less
romantic book-to-screen adaptation than the
works of Daphne du Maurier with its screening of
It. Based on the 1986 horror novel by Stephen
King, the story centers on a group of bullied kids
battling a child-murdering clown in small-town
Maine. The popular 2017 adaptation of King’s
novel, directed by Andy Muschietti, screens from
5:30pm to 7:30pm. on Tuesday, Feb. 20.
Admission is free. This screening is intended for
adults. You must be 17 or older to attend. a

contentious world. It’s no wonder this—like
Liu’s previous work—was produced under the
radar in China. It’s not an explicit critique of
the country, but it certainly doesn’t paint
China’s quiet embrace of Western capitalism
in a favorable light.

Like the briefcase in Pulp Fiction, Have a
Nice Day’s McGuffin object trades hands
multiple times, resulting in a comically
fluctuating string of good and bad fortunes. Liu
clearly loves his deadpan humor, and much of
the film’s jokes come at the expense of the
frequently affectless characters. But the writer-
director occasionally breaks out in unexpected
ways, such as a mid-film sequence in which
one woman’s dreams of escape from the urban
world morph into a comically over-the-top
Communist propaganda video.

Liu layers in his fair share of violence (even
name-dropping The Godfather at one point).
But the film isn’t as dark as it sounds on paper.
(Most of the violence take place off screen.)
With its panoply of greedy, bloodthirsty
characters constantly crossing and re-crossing
paths, viewers might expect the film to take
on a more manic pace. Though the film
borrows a cue or two from the oeuvre of Mr.
Tarantino (the seriocomic crime action, the
various criminal types having philosophical
discussions about random topics), the pace is
more in line with the languid, po-faced
comedies of Jim Jarmusch (Stranger Than
Paradise, Down By Law, Mystery Train). 

Have a Nice Day probably could have had a
harder impact had Liu’s super-cyncial slow-
mover found a more cutting moment on which
to end its multi-car pileup of a narrative. But
even as it sneaks out, quietly bruised and
battered, it’s a witty, worthwhile example of
postmodern arthouse animation. a

Have a Nice Day
Directed by Liu Jian

Starring the voices of Zhu Changlong,

Yang Siming, Cao Kou

Unrated

Opens Tuesday 2/20

"Leave at least four stars on my Uber account or I cut you."
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W
hether we lowly consumers are aware of it
or not, the entertainment industry is in
the midst of a Balkanization process the

likes of which we’ve never seen in pop culture.
Studios are forming their own exclusive cable
channels (Paramount Network, launched on
Jan. 18), networks are branding their own
subscription streaming services (CBS All
Access, which debuted “Star Trek Discovery” in
September of 2017), and Hollywood brands are
looking for ways to restrict access to their
product. (Expect Disney to pull all its content
from Netflix and launch its own exclusive,
direct-to-consumer streaming service starting in
2019). In a few years time—and this is no
alarmist conspiracy theory—viewers are going
to have to shell out $9.99 a month for access to
each individual corporation’s product. Want to
see the new Warner Bros. film? That’s $9.99 a
month. Craving the latest episode of CBS’
“Blue Bloods”? Fork out another $9.99 a month. 

In this dawning era of corporate
gerrymandering and enforced brand loyalty,
then, it’s no real surprise to see the latest
iteration: an “over the top” service (industry
speak for audio, video and other media
transmitted via the internet without the need
for intermediate operators such as cable or
satellite) for one TV show.

StargateCommand.com is a dedicated to
giving fans of Dean Devlin and Roland
Emmerich’s 1994 adventure/military/sci-fi film
Stargate access to all things Stargate (except for
“Stargate Infinity,” the animated series that
aired on FOX’s Saturday morning lineup in late
2002). For the one-time-only fee of $20, you get
unlimited access to the original Stargate, plus
the direct-to-DVD movies Stargate: Continuum

and Stargate: The Ark of Truth. On top of that
you can watch 10 seasons’ worth of “Stargate
SG-1” (sooo much Richard Dean Anderson), 5
seasons’ worth of “Stargate Atlantis” and 2
seasons’ worth of “Stargate Universe.” But
wait—that’s not all! Starting this Thursday,
Feb. 15, you’ll be the first fans in the universe to
watch the brand-new series “Stargate Origins.”

This prequel comes to us in meager 10-
minute episodes, like a fan-made YouTube
series. It’s set in 1939 where Professor Paul
Langford (Connor Trinneer from “Star Trek:
Enterprise” and “Stargate Atlantis”) and his
daughter Catherine (Australian actress Elle
Gall) have discovered the ancient Egyptian
artifact we know as the Stargate. While
grappling with its many mysteries, they’re
approached by Nazi occultist Dr. Wilhelm
Brücke (Aylam Orian), who offers to help
(while hiding a sinister motive—duh). Even at
10 minutes, the show is talky and slow-moving
and looks like a cheap knockoff of Raiders of the
Lost Ark. Locked-and-loaded fans might
appreciate this deep-dive look into the past of
series staple Catherine Langford (played by
Kelly Vint and Viveca Lindfors in the movie,
Nancy McClure, Glynis Davies and Elizabeth
Hoffman in “Stargate SG-1”). But even
stretched to 10 episodes, this feels more like a
DVD bonus track and less like a full-fledged
new series.

Although the delivery method is new and
confusing, forking over $20 for a whole bunch
of Stargate content isn’t all that bad. If you love
the franchise and don’t want to crowd up your
living room with DVD box sets, this might be a
the way to go. And it might just be the way of
the future.  a

TELEVISION | IDIOT BOX By DEVIN D. O’LEaRy

THE WEEK IN

SLOTH

high school sweethearts Olivia (Josie
Bissett) and Mick (Jack Wagner) met
again at her wedding, where he was
hired as the wedding singer. In
Wedding March 2: Resorting to Love,
they became business partners and
opened up a wedding resort. (Like you
do.) In Wedding March 3: Here Comes
the Bride, it’s Valentine’s Day and
they’re still trying to figure out the
romance thing. Get on with it already,
you two. Rom-coms shouldn’t require
trilogies, for crying out loud.

SUNDAY 18

“The Joel McHale Show with Joel
McHale” (Netflix Streaming anytime)
Between this and David Letterman and
Chelsea Handler, Netflix is really
gobbling up the talk shows.

“The EE British Academy Film Awards”
(BBC America 6pm) Expect the Brits
to pile a lot of awards on Dunkirk and
Darkest Hour. Winston Churchill should
call his agent. He’s suddenly hot.

“Soft Focus with Jena Friedman
(Cartoon Network 1am) Friedman, a
former field producer for “The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart” and writer for
“The Late Show With David Letterman,”
adds to Adult Swim’s collection of
awkward live-action faux talk shows
(“Space Ghost Coast to Coast,” “The
Gorberger Show,” “Eric Andre Show”)
with this “comedic human-interest
program where fact and fiction blend
in a harmonious union.”

MONDAY 19

Blurt! (Nickelodeon 5pm) A kid
(Jace Norman, “Henry Danger”)
puts on a pair of virtual reality
goggles which accidentally cause
him to lose his “inside voice” and
start speaking, out loud, every
secret thought he has. That is
some solid science there,
Nickelodeon. 

“X Company” (Ovation 8pm) In
this Canadian/Hungarian TV
series, five highly skilled young
recruits are taken to a secret
training facility on the shores of
Lake Ontario where they learn to
be deadly and glamorous spies
in World War II. 

TUESDAY 20

“The Frankenstein Chronicles”
(Netflix streaming anytime)
Sean Bean (The Lord of the
Rings trilogy) stars in this “re-
imagining” of Mary Shelly’s novel.
Here, a police inspector in 19th
century London pulls a corpse
from the river made up of body
parts from eight missing children
and sets out to find the madman
responsible.

WEDNESDAY 21

“Homicide City” (ID 11pm) I can’t
believe it took this long for
Investigation Discovery to start
replacing the word “Murder” with
the word “Homicide” in its show
titles. a

THURSDAY 15

“Re:Mind” (Netflix streaming
anytime) In this dark Japanese mini-
series, 11 high school classmates
wake up chained to a dining table in
an elaborate banquet hall. Someone
has kidnapped them and trapped
them in this Saw-like setting. But
why?

“20/20” (KOAT-7 9pm) ABC’s
newsmagazine show uses its hour to
talk about the return of ABC’s long-
running sitcom “Roseanne.”
Commercial or news story? You
decide.

FRIDAY 16

Zombies (Disney 9pm) Somehow, this
just seems inevitable. In this song-
and-dance-filled teen musical from
Disney, some suburban high
schoolers learn to coexist with the
weird new transfer students from
Zombietown.

SATURDAY 17

Wedding March 3: Here Comes the
Bride (Hallmark 7pm) Evidently,

Rah, Rah, Ra
“Stargate Origins” on StargateCommand.com
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COUNTRY DAN’S — QUALITY, VALUE AND SERVICE SINCE 1974!

FINANCE UP TO 5 YEARS!
On approved credit. $1999 minimum  purchase. Conditions and restrictions apply. Details at store.

ADD DRESSER AND
NIGHTSTAND — $849!

$99

$399

SAVE
$150
NOW
ON

THIS
SET!

Complete dining set with two uphol-

stered chairs with drop-leaf table.

Perfect for dining area or kitchen.

APARTMENT
SPECIAL!

LIST PRICE: $249

$579

$629

CLASSIC
STYLING!
SEATING
FOR SIX!

DISTRESS
FINISH!

PUB
STYLE!

Large table and six upholstered,

ladder-back chairs. Room for

guests or the whole family.

DISCOUNTED OVER $500!

$1399

MASSIVE
DINING
SUITE

SEATS 7!

Transitional style design

with dentil detail molding

around table and bench. 

$600 BELOW LIST PRICE!

LIST PRICE $769!

Seat four with padded chairs or

use the pub-height table to serve

meals or snacks for a crowd.

PRICES GOOD ALL WEEK!

INCLUDES

NAPOLI

ITALIAN-MADE

MATTRESS!

QUEEN OR FULL
BED WITH 
MATTRESS

$629

HIGHLY
DETAILED

QUEEN
BED!

Includes headboard,

footboard and rails.

$899

QUEEN
BED WITH
LOTS OF

STORAGE!

Bookcase headboard and base

with shaped-front drawers.

LIST PRICE $1199!

WE ARE YOUR
LIVING ROOM
SUPERSTORE!

WIDE SELECTI0N OF NAME-BRAND
MERCHANDISE AT BARGAIN PRICES!
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post-film discussion! 95 minutes. PG-13. (Opens
Monday 2/19 at Guild Cinema)

The Wizard of Oz (1939)
Dorothy (Judy Garland) heads over the rainbow,
commits involuntary manslaughter, steals some
shoes, hooks up with three weird strangers and gets
hired on as an assassin. Spoiler alert: In the end it’s
all a dream. Or is it? 125 minutes. G. (Opens Sun-
day 2/19 at Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

STILL PLAYING

12 Strong
A team of Special Forces solders (Chris Hemsworth,
Michael Shannon and Michael Peña among them)
are sent into Afghanistan in the wake of 9/11. Their
mission: team up with an Afghani warlord and take
down a Taliban stronghold—in less than three weeks.
Based on a true, declassified story, this simple war
drama (on horseback, no less) captures some
thrilling battle scenes. (Director Nicolai Fuglsig was
an actual war photographer in Kosovo.) If only the
story had more depth and drama to it. Reviewed in
v27 i3. 130 minutes. R. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema, Century Rio)

The 15:17 to Paris
This dramatic thriller, directed by Clint Eastwood, is
based on the true story of three American soldiers
who tackled a gun-wielding terrorist on board a train
in France. Curiously, Eastwood chose to cast
Spencer Stone, Anthony Sadler and Alek Skarlatos,
the actual soldiers who did the tackling, in the main
roles. Comedians Jenna Fischer, Judy Greer, Thomas
Lennon, Tony Hale and Jaleel White (Urkel!) round
out the cast—for some reason. 94 minutes. PG-13.
(Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century
14 Downtown, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, AMC Albuquerque 12)

La Boda de Valentina
Marimar Vega (“Silvana Sin Lana”) stars in this Mex-
ican rom-com as woman with the perfect life in
America—until her boyfriend (Ryan Carnes, “General
Hospital”) proposes marriage. Suddenly, she’s
forced to return home to confront her family, the
most “chaotic and surreal” political dynasty in the
country. In English and Spanish. 108 minutes. Un-
rated. (AMC Albuquerque 12)

Call Me By Your Name
Brit James Ivory (Howards End, Remains of the Day,
A Room With a View) adapts the book from André
Aciman, and Italian Luca Guadagnino (I Am Love)
directs this lush, louche and incredibly languid com-
ing-of-age love story. Teenage Elio (Timothée Chala-
met) is an upper-upper middle-class
Jewish-American kid lazing around his academic

OPENING THIS WEEK

2018 Oscar Nominated Short Films (Live
Action)
Seven live-action shorts from America, the UK, Aus-
tralia and Germany are featured in this roundup of
2018’s Academy Award nominees. Subjects include
terrorism attacks in Kenya, the 1955 murder of Em-
mett Till and a 911 call during a school shooting.
There is a comedy about a psychiatrist and his delu-
sional patient to lighten the mood. 99 minutes. Un-
rated. (Opens Friday 2/16 at Guild Cinema)

The Birdcage
Mike Nichols 1996 Americanization of the camp
classic La Cage Aux Folles has its fair share of
laughs. Robin Williams and Nathan Lane star as the
gay owners of a Miami nightclub forced to play it
straight when Williams’ son invites his prospective—
and highly conservative—in-laws to dinner. Hijinks
ensue. 117 minutes. R. (Opens Monday 2/19 at Flix
Brewhouse)

Black Panther
Prince T’Challa (Chadwick Boseman) returns to the
high-tech African nation of Wakanda to ascend its
throne in the wake of his father’s death (as seen in
Captain America: Civil War). But a usurper to the
throne (Michael B. Jordan) and a bad guy with a
sonic claw (Andy Serkis) stand in his way. Good
thing our hero’s got a vibranium-powered suit of
armor to fall back on. Ryan Coogler (Fruitvale Sta-
tion, Creed) directs this magnificently designed,
Shakespearian-style superhero epic. 134 minutes.
PG-13. (Opens Thursday 2/15 at Century 14 Down-
town, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brew-
house, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema)

Black Panther: An IMAX 3D Experience
NO CAPSULE WRITTEN PG-13. (Opens Thursday
2/15 at AMC Albuquerque 12)

Desolation
A small-town girl (Dominik García-Lorido) is whisked
off to Hollywood by a heartthrob actor (Brock Kelly).
But he soon lands a movie role and ditches her at
his posh apartment. That’s when the scary, strange
stuff starts to happen. Hooded figures appear in the
hallway outside. Her friends back home vanish.
There’s a home invasion. And ominous portents of
suicide. What’s going on? Actually, it’s not very hard
to figure out where this low budget psycho-thriller is
headed. Screenplay writer Craig Walendziak will be
at the theater for a post-film Q&A. 90 minutes. Un-
rated. (Opens Thursday 2/22 at Guild Cinema)

Early Man
From Aardman Animation (makers of Wallace &
Gromit) comes this stop-motion-animated tale set
at the dawn of man. In it an atypical prehistoric teen
named Dug (Eddie Redmayne) unites his primitive
caveman tribe in order to fight off the threat of an
evil, Bronze Age king (Tom Hiddleston). Weirdly, it all
leads to a winner-take-all soccer match. But the
daffy British charm of Aardman is hard to ignore. 89
minutes. PG. (Opens Thursday 2/15 at Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, AMC Albuquerque
12)

Easy Rider
Peter Fonda, Jack Nicholson and Dennis Hopper star
in this 1969 counter-culture classic about to bikers
traveling from Los Angeles to New Orleans on a
quest to discover America. 95 minutes. R. (Opens
Wednesday 2/21 at Flix Brewhouse)

Félicité
Grand Jury Prize at the Berlin International Film Fes-
tival went to this African-based drama about a
proud single mother working as a singer in a bar in
the Congo’s capital of Kinshasa. When her 14-year-
old son gets into a terrible car accident, our titular
protagonist hits the streets in a chaotic race to raise
money to save the boy. In Lingala and French with
English subitles. 129 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Fri-
day 2/16 at SUB Theater)

The Great Buddha+
Writer-director Huang Hsin-Yao’s ambling, pitch
black comedy follows a couple of luckless losers
named Belly Button (“Bamboo” Chen) and Pickle
(Cres Chuang). Belly Button is an aimless trash col-
lector and Pickle is a lazy night watchman, friends
united in their shared failure and stupidity. Their only
joy is gawking at the footage of couples in love ho-
tels captured on the dashcam video of Pickle’s
boss’ car. Unfortunately, they soon witness Pickle’s
boss (a local politician) doing something very bad.
The resulting action is something like Alfred Hitch-
cock directing Beckett. Huang himself narrates the
film with maximum irony and shoots the whole thing
in seedy black-and-white. In Taiwanese with English
subtitles. 104 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Tuesday
2/20 at Guild Cinema)

Have a Nice Day
Reviewed this issue. 77 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Tuesday 2/20 at Guild Cinema)

The Philadelphia Story
For my money, this the best romantic comedy ever
made. You can’t beat the cast (Katherine Hepburn,
Cary Grant, Jimmy Stewart), the director (prolific
George Cukor) or the magnificently witty, wonderfully
mature script. Hepburn is the spoiled rich girl about
to get remarried. Grant is the ex-hubby who under-
stands her better than anyone. Love is always better
the second time around, and this 1940 film proves
it by getting better every time you watch it. 112 min-
utes. Unrated. (Sunday 2/18 at Century 14 Down-
town, Century Rio)

Samson
If you’ve got to sit through a religious movie, it might
as well be a Biblical epic—that way, at least you
might see a sword fight or two. Here, the makers of
God’s Not Dead, God’s Not Dead 2 and the upcom-
ing God’s Not Dead: A Light in the Darkness retells
the story of the beefy Hewbrew (Taylor James, who
played “Atlantean Military Messenger (Uncredited)”
in Justice League) who knocks down some columns
and gets a hair cut. Billy Zane (at his Billy Zaniest)
is here too, playing the bad guy. 110 minutes. PG-
13. (Opens Friday 2/16 at Century Rio, AMC Albu-
querque 12, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema)

Some Kind of Wonderful
This 1987 teen favorite was written by John Hughes
and directed by Howard Deutch. Eric Stoltz plays a
teenage mechanic who dreams of hooking up with
the rich, popular gal (Lea Thompson). He’s aided in
his quest by the sincere advice of his best friend, a
tomboy drummer (Mary Stuart Masterson) who har-
bors a secret crush on him. Special guests Kevin
Smokler (author of Brat Pack America) and James
Hughes (son of John Hughes) will be on hand for a

parents’ Italian villa for the summer. Twentysome-
thing Oliver (Armie Hammer) is the Adonis-like grad-
uate student who shows up to push papers for Elio’s
dad. The two loll about the pool, eating ripe fruit and
glaring at each other under hooded eyelids. After an
hour or so of that, Elio gets around to confessing
that he might be gay and might be attracted to
Oliver. Lots of walks through the picturesque Italian
countryside and a few incredibly academic debates
ensue. Also, some sex. A tiny bit anyway. Reviewed in
v27 i2. 132 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown)

Den of Thieves
This gritty crime saga alternately follows an elite unit
of the LA County Sheriff’s Dept. and the state’s most
successful bank robbery crew. While the outlaws
plan a seemingly impossible heist on the Federal
Reserve Bank, the cops close in on them. It really
wants to be a Michael Mann film. But it ain’t. Gerard
Butler, O’Shea Jackson Jr. and 50 Cent star. 140
minutes. R. (Century Rio)

Fifty Shades Freed
Cartoonishly naïve college journalist Anastasia
(Dakota Johnson) and riding-crop-addicted busi-
nessman Christian (Jamie Dornan) are back for
more romance and spanking and helicopters. This
time around, there’s a wedding, which—in and of it-
self—is another form of suburban mommy porn.
Enjoy. 105 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, Cen-
tury Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Flix Brew-
house, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, AMC
Albuquerque 12)

Forever My Girl
the makers of this sub-Lifetime Channel romance
think that if you love movies based on Nicolas
Sparks books, you should totally come watch their
film. No, it’s not based on a Nicolas Sparks book,
but writer-director Bethany Ashton Wolf (who co-
wrote the one Leonardo DiCaprio film no one’s ever
seen, Don’s Plum) sure knows how to work those
tropes. Seems a famous country music star (Alex
Roe, The 5th Wave) returns to his small Louisiana
hometown after 10 years. He promptly reunites with
the high-school sweetheart he left at the altar (Jes-
sica Rothe, Happy Death Day) and inherits a previ-
ously unknown daughter. The producers use the
words “heartwarming” and “uplifting” an awful lot.
104 minutes. PG. (Century Rio)

The Greatest Showman
Hugh Jackman, Michelle Williams, Zac Efron and
Zendaya (Disney Channel fans, rejoice) star in this
musical biopic about pioneering circus entrepreneur
P.T. Barnum. Oddly enough, this one’s not based on
a stage musical, but features an original script by
Jenny Bicks (“Men in Trees”) and Joe Condon
(Chicago). 105 minutes. PG. (Century Rio, Rio Ran-
cho Premiere Cinema)

Black Panther
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Downtown)

The Post
Steven Spielberg directs Meryl Streep and Tom
Hanks in this incredibly timely (if a bit self-congratu-
latory) drama about journalists at the Washington
Post and the New York Times struggling with the de-
cision to publish the Pentagon Papers, detailing the
controversial involvement of the United States gov-
ernment in the Vietnam War. It’s a pressure cooker
of a literary thriller about hard journalism and value
of the Fourth Estate in a democratic society that still
imagines itself a Capra-esque game changer. 115
minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century
Rio)

The Shape of Water
Mexican horror auteur Guillermo del Toro (Cronos,
The Devil’s Backbone, Hellboy, Pan’s Labyrinth) co-
writes and directs this loving update of postwar
monster movies. Sally Hawkins (Happy-Go-Lucky)
stars as a mute cleaning woman working in a top-
secret government lab, circa 1962. There, she meets
a similarly voiceless amphibian man (played by
famed man-in-a-rubber-suit actor Doug Jones). She
befriends him, tries to free him and eventually falls
in love with him. This adult-oriented, mid-century
modern fairy tale about love and xenophobia is gor-
geous, timely and filled with humid sexuality. Re-
viewed in v26 i51. 123 minutes. R. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio)

Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Mis-

souri
Martin McDonagh (who gave us the fine In Bruges)
writes and directs this brilliant, bitter crime dramedy.
Frances McDormand guarantees herself an Oscar
nomination as Mildred, a permanently angry divor-
cée whose teenage daughter was raped and mur-
dered. With no progress on the case in the last
seven months, mom erects three billboards castigat-
ing the popular local police chief (Woody Harrelson)
for his inaction. This sets off a chain of ugly reper-
cussions in their tiny community. There are bursts of
fine character-based humor (particularly from Sam

Rockwell as a dimwitted police officer), but the over-
arching tone is one of ordinary, well-meaning people
trying to do the right thing but doing the exact
wrong thing. Reviewed in v26 i48. 115 minutes. R.
(Century 14 Downtown, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema)

Winchester
Helen Mirren stars as Sarah Winchester, the eccen-
tric firearm heiress who built the bizarre “Winchester
Mystery House,” believing she was haunted by the
spirits of all those killed by the legendary Winches-
ter repeating rifle. Brothers Michael and Peter
Spierig (Undead, Daybreakers, Jigsaw) direct this
ghost-filled shocker “inspired by true events.” 99
minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century
Rio, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Pre-
miere Cinema)

SECOND RUN

Coco 
Pixar turns to Mexican culture and Day of the Dead
for this musical (and surprisingly emotional) ani-
mated feature about an aspiring young musician
who confronts his family’s ancestral ban on music
by entering the Land of the Dead to work out the
mystery. PG. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Movies
8)

Daddy’s Home 2
This follow-up to the 2015 Will Ferrell/Mark
Wahlberg mild smirkfest finds wimpy stepfather Will
Ferrell and macho biological dad Mark Wahlberg
(now getting along just fine) visited by their own in-
trusive dads. Farrell gets John Lithgow and Wahlberg
gets Mel Gibson. 100 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8)

Ferdinand
John Cena, Kate McKinnon, Bobby Cannavale, Gina
Rodriquez and Peyton Manning provide the voices
for this CGI toon about a kindhearted, flower-sniffing
bull, who is mistaken for a dangerous beast and
taken from his idyllic home. 106 minutes. PG. (UNM
Midweek Movies)

Justice League
Batman, Wonder Woman, The Flash, Aquaman, Cy-
borg (and maybe a certain big blue Boy Scout) join
forces to fight off an apocalyptic alien invasion. It’s
another incremental improvement in the DC/Warner
Bros. brand, but it’s punishingly frenetic, the CGI is
on overload and everybody looks like an overde-
signed basketball shoe. 121 minutes. PG-13.
(Movies 8)

Molly’s Game
Jessica Chastain (Zero Dark Thirty, Interstellar) stars
in this based-on-a-true-story gambling drama from
noted writer-director Aaron Sorkin (“Sports Night,”
“The West Wing,” “The Newsroom”). Chastain tackles
the role of Molly Bloom, an Olympic-class skier who
runs the world’s most exclusive high-stakes poker
game and becomes the target of an FBI investiga-
tion. Idris Elba, Kevin Costner and Michael Cera
costar. 140 minutes. R. (Movies 8)

Pitch Perfect 3
Anna Kendrick, Hailee Steinfeld, Brittany Snow and
Rebel Wilson return as the now-former members of
a college a cappella chorus who reunite to go on a
USO tour (which is also a competition, because
everything has to be a singing competition these
days). 93 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8)

Thor: Ragnarok
Trapped in an otherworldly gladiatorial contest, the
Asgardian God of Thunder Thor (Chris Hemsworth)
teams up with his angry pal the Hulk (Mark Ruffalo)
to prevent the all-powerful Goddess of Death Hela
(Cate Blanchett) from destroying the Asgardian civi-
lization. 130 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8)

Wonder
In this heartwarming drama, a fifth grader (Room’s
Jacob Tremblay) with facial deformities goes to a
mainstream elementary school for the first time and
struggles for acceptance. Fortunately, he’s got a
tough and loving mom (Julia Roberts) at his side.
113 minutes. PG. (Movies 8)

  

Hostiles
In 1892—as the American West and the “Indian
Wars” are dying off—a legendary Army captain
(Christian Bale) agrees to escort a Cheyenne chief
(Wes Studi) and his family through dangerous terri-
tory in this mournful, hard-hitting historical Western
from writer-director Scott Cooper (Crazy Heart). As
the hard journey wears on, the troupe adds a string
of disparate new members, raising the danger and
tension level. This dark, thoughtful Western has more
than a few tonal echoes of Clint Eastwood’s era-
ending Unforgiven. 134 minutes. R. (Century Rio,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, AMC Albuquerque
12)

I, Tonya
Margot Robbie (Suicide Squad) stars as disgraced
ice skater Tonya Harding in this snarky, scuzzy com-
edy-drama about her notorious, knee-capping rivalry
with Nancy Kerrigan (Caitlin Carver). 120 minutes.
R. (AMC Albuquerque 12)

Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle
Only grown-up hipster nerds play board games now,
so this belated sequel to 1995’s Jumanji finds a
bunch of teens discovering an ancient, mystical
video game version of Jumanji. Naturally, they try it
out and get transported inside the game itself. The
joke this time around is that they end up in the
“bodies” of some stereotypical video game avatars
(played by Dwayne Johnson, Kevin Hart, Jack Black
and Karen Gillan) and must use their three allotted
lives to escape. 119 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema)

Lady Bird
Writer/actress Greta Gerwig (Greenberg, Mistress
America, Francis Ha) turns director for this witty,
well-observed coming-of-age drama. Saoirse Ronan
(Hanna, Brooklyn) stars a Northern California girl
stuck in Catholic school and applying to a bunch of
East Coast colleges in hopes of escaping her over-
bearing, hypercritical mother (Laurie Metcalf, em-
ploying her sitcom skills to great effect). Reviewed in
v26 i47. 93 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown)

Maze Runner: The Death Cure
The YA-literature-based Maze Runner films (2014’s
The Maze Runner, 2015’s The Scorch Trials and this
trilogy-ender) aren’t exactly the most original in the
“teenagers battle a fascist future government” genre.
But they do have a zippy, action-packed vibe that
teens and tweens seem to enjoy. Here, Thomas
(Dylan O’Brien) and his pals (all of whom are im-
mune to the “Flare virus” wiping out mankind) fight
their way through the zombie-filled wasteland to the
mythical “Last City.” 142 minutes. PG-13. (Century
14 Downtown, Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Peter Rabbit
If there’s one thing Beatrix Potter’s beloved chil-
dren’s books are known for it’s nonstop, Home
Alone-style slapstick violence. Or at least that’s what
the makers of this live-action/CGI adaptation seem
to think. Peter Rabbit is now an edgy, bad-boy bunny
(voiced by James Corden) who must battle Farmer
McGregor’s young nephew (Domhnall Gleeson) after
his age-old nemesis drops dead from a heart at-
tack. (No, really.) Hijinks, of course, ensue. Padding-
ton 2 is much better. 93 minutes. PG. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque,
AMC Albuquerque 12)

Phantom Thread
Writer-director Paul Thomas Anderson (Boogie
Nights, There Will Be Blood) reunites with Daniel
Day-Lewis for this Hitchcockian period romance
about a perfectionist fashion designer (Day-Lewis)
in post-World War II London. One day our self-ab-
sorbed genius stumbles across a funny, ordinary
and disarmingly frank waitress (Luxembourg-born
unknown Vicky Krieps), whom he adopts as his new
muse—much to the chagrin of his overprotective sis-
ter (Lesley Manville). 130 minutes. R. (Century 14

Theater Contact Info:

AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
3810 Las Estancias Way SW • 544-2360

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 243-9555

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 343-9000

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • (844) 462-7342 ext. #607

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

GUILD CINEMA

3405 Central NE • 255-1848

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #605

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 888-4773

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 898-4664

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #4058
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MUSIC | SHOW UP!

Such Great Gigs
“Come out now,” they’ll say

BY AUGUST MARCH

“W
hen you are out there on the road/
For several weeks of shows/ And
when you scan the radio/ I hope this

song will guide you home/ They will see us
waving from such great heights/ ‘Come down
now,’ they’ll say/ But everything looks perfect
from far away/ ‘Come down now,’ but we’ll stay
…”—from “Such Great Heights,” by The
Postal Service.

Briefly stated: Los Beatles made a film called
Magical Mystery Tour, in which our favorite
drug-addled moptops drive all over Britain in a
magic bus. The bus stops here and there and
hilarity ensues. One time it makes a detour so
that John and George can go see a burlesque
show. A band called the Bonzo Dog Band is
playing a song called “Death Cab for Cutie” at
that concert-within-a-concert part of the film.
Meanwhile in reality, somewhere in the future,
another beloved moptop, this one named Ben
Gibbard, seizes on that moment and decides
that he’s a gonna call his band Death Cab For
Cutie. They practically re-invent a thing called
emo, with their startling, from the heart
tuneage. Then Ben splits for a while and really
does re-invent emo with another project he
fancies. They’re called The Postal Service.
They write beautiful, art-damaged songs like
the one I quoted above. Put that in your pipe
and smoke it as you journey out into our local
music scene this weekend, all the while
thinking about life on the road, great heights
and most importantly, never coming down
because of a thing called music.

Friday
Straight outta Diné Bikéyah, Levi Platero
emerged as an important interpreter of the
electrified blues—through the guitar—while
still an adolescent. He and his family left the
Rez and toured practically everywhere to prove
that contention; a little later in his young life,

Levi played mostly rock guitar before recently
returning to New Mexico and a solo career that
kicks ass. His 2017 single, “Take Me Back” won
awards and re-established the guitarist as a
regional force to be reckoned with. Platero and
his band have a gig at big ole Burt’s Tiki
Lounge (515 Central Ave. NW) on Friday,
Feb. 16 and damn it if you shouldn’t go to hear
some of the sweetest, saddest most rocked out
axe-handling this side of the river Pecos. That’s
right, it’s Tejano blues-rock and Platero kills it
better than you could slay an armadillo on the
road to Lubbock. On top of that smoldering
pile of sweet Texas fire, local rockin’ bluesmen
The Jir Project—guitarist Jir Anderson,
percussionist Kendall Bell and bassist Douglas
Bellen—perform a set that may include hard-
rockin’ epics from their latest record, The
Pueblo, like “Hummingbird or “Diamond
Ring.” One can only hope. The openers are
that funky Duke City-brand pop duo you’ve
seen all over the teevee news but still haven’t
heard yet, ALCHEMIE. 9pm • $5 • 21+.

Saturday
When I asked my partner if I should cover the
Dwight Yoakum concert at Route 66 Casino
Legends Theater (14500 Central Ave. SW) on
Saturday, Feb. 17, she said, “Fuck yeah, he’s a
real dude!” And indeed he is. It’s totally sick
how Yoakum steered Country Western music
away from a shiny plastic replica of itself and
back towards a rich redneck reality in the ’80s
with hilariously hep honky tonk tunes about
cars and guitars. That punk rock attitude mixed
up with the keen Bakersfield-bent aesthetics of
Buck Owens himself gave country back its soul
and sold millions and millions of records in the
process. If you haven’t ever listened to Hillbilly
Deluxe or Buenas Noches from a Lonely Room—
and even if you have—haul your ass out to the
casino just west of here, on the highway to
Califas, to get a load of one of the most
amazing countrified crooner-guitarists to come
outta the woods since Elvis Presley marched

SONIC REDUCER
BYAUGUST MARCH

outta there with Hank Williams’ head on a
stick. Serio. Give it a listen, carnales! 8pm •
$40 to $79 • All-ages.

Sunday
Dearest Show Up! readers: If you would like
to kindly rock the fuck out this weekend,
please hold it all in until Sunday night and
then freak out in a Moonage Daydream on
Sunday, Feb. 18 at the Moonlight Lounge
(120 Central Ave. SW). That’s when for
realz punk rockers Jason Paul and the
Know It Alls crash land in our town to
perform arcane sonic rituals designed to
turn your brain into a type of quantuum goo
that can defy space and time. Fronted by a
dude that actually gets to hang out with
Mike Watt in beautiful San Pedro, Calif.,
this acclaimed yet seriously thrashed out
ensemble will be joined in their
cacophonous endeavors by some real local
heros. I don’t know much about openers
Fad Vandals and Arcade Rivals—unless
they ring me back before press time and the
clocks ticking, dudes—but that’s okay
because I can tell you plenty about
Manhigh. That’s the name of a new outfit
that includes Ray Gutierrez. You remember
him don’t you? He and his peers were pretty
much responsible for invigorating Burque’s
punk scene in the early ’90s with a thing
called Resin Records. Gutierrez was in one
of the label’s star vehicles, a heady, sludgy,
deliriously intense ensemble known as
allucaneat. Now he’s back and jamming
with Gabriel Gambino on vocals and guitar
and Gambino’s wife Gabrielle on bass. They
totally rock! Of course, Ray is still blowing
things up with his drum sticks and
Gambino’s guitar playing is explosively
tight and tasty. And you can go boom too,
faithful Alibi reader, but you have to get
thee to this gig first. Keep that in mind
before you get torched on Saturday night at
the Doctor Jeep show. 8pm • $5 • 21+ a

Black Unicorn
Black Unicorn EP
(Self-released)

SuperGiant giant Jeremy
McCollum has a side project
called Black Unicorn, a
rumbling, slithering power trio
comprised of McCollum on guitars and vocals, Keith
Laffler on bass and Jason Wolf on sticks. Jeremy
wrote the songs on the group’s new, self-titled EP
and vocalizes in a casually insouciant tone that
easily allows listeners to forget the proggish, lead-
guitar heavy, astronomically themed stoner rock
epics that made SuperGiant such a perennial draw at
local and regional rock clubs. Black Unicorn hands
out a healthy hit of garage rock vibes on this
recording, affably and consistently shifting gears
from bluesy to surfy with pounding drums and a
reliance on rhythm guitar that woulda absolutely
driven the Big Kahuna to drop his surfboard
wherever and begin twitching out the Watusi for all
to see. Favorite tracks: “Dancing” and “Surf Fever.”
Cowabunga, dudes!

Terrible Tumors
Instert/head
(Self-realeased)

Long-time essential
underground Albuquerque
music master Eric Oldman—
he of Italian Rats, kids—
ventures into solo territory
with an intensely interesting,
counter-intuitively challenging record that begins by
deconstructing tropes from electronica, pop and art
music. Oldman then proceeds to build a new, almost
unheard of world from the ashes of what they began
to burn up but then decided to rebuild—beautifully,
with small frailties and epic scale gorgeously intact.
Uncatagorizable, infuriating and deeply listenable,
Oldman demonstrates mastery of the thing called
modern music, proceeding through sonic landscapes
that terrify with simplicity and surprise with narrative
complexity. Somewhere in this work, the artist
maintains there’s a story about “a lonely creature
lost in a wasteland,” but overall, this work, especially
tracks like “Nobody Likes You When You Do That”
and “Unclean Overture” have an urgency that seem
to speak more to redemption than damnation.

Diles
Alma II
(Visceral View)

On Alma II,Diles glitches it up
on an introductory track
called “Texture” before diving
into serious matters of
spiritual relevance on tracks
like “Feliz” and “Portals.” In
between are jazz soaked
discourses that seem to be about travel but probably
the kind the happen inside listeners’ heads. There is
some super excellent playing on this record, and it’s
hard to tell how much of that is real, as none of the
players are credited. The piano playing, especially on
tracks three and four, is so fucking tasty that I want
to believe it—and all of the music on this record—
happened at Central Root Studios, but who the hell
knows these days. In either case, whether
composing or sampling, here or in the uncanny
valley, Diles nails this one to the wall with soul and
substance. a

The Jir Project Levi Platero COURTESY OF THE ARTISTCOURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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THU
3.22

TUE
3.20

SAT
3.24

SAT
2.24

SUN
2.25

FRI
3.23

WED
2.14

The Original Wailers  The Expanders

Corrosion of Conformity  Eyehategod

Every Time I Die
Chelsea Grin * Ice Nine Kills

THU
3.1

MON
3.5

blessthefall  Fire From The Gods 
Cane Hill   MSCW

MON
3.19

TUE
3.13

Black Map  Palaye Royale

Flint Eastwood  Birthday

SAT
3.17

The Dear Hunter  Leprous

Tatanka

Why Don’t We

Jesse Royal   Etana  BuddhaFunk

$5
WED
FEB 14
DOORS 7PM

$5/$10
THU
FEB 15
DOORS 9PM

HEARTBREAK
DRAKE NIGHT

FREE
FRI
FEB 16
DOORS 9PM

LEFTOVER SOUL

$15/$18
MON
FEB 19
DOORS 7PM

WHY?
WITH SUPPORT FROM GO DARK

STBTTLCO
SHREWD / CONSTANT HARMONY

FREE
SAT
FEB 17
DOORS 8PM

DOCTOR JEEP

B2B FIXATE

PM

PM

FEB 16

$5

FREE

$5/$10
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ER S

S 9DOOR
FEB 15

HUT

S 7DOOR
FEB 14

EDW
TONSD / CWSHRE
TBTTS

VOTLEF
FRI

AKDR
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Y

T
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OLCT
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HE NIG
AKBRE

PM

PM

PM

FREE

$15/$18

ER S

B2B FIX
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OR JEEPTDOC

S 8DOORS
FEB 17

ATS

ORPH SUPTIW

WH
S 7DOORS

FEB 19
MON

VOTLEF
S 9DOOR

FEB 16 OUL

E

K

TAATB2B FIX

R JEEP

AROM GO DT FR

?YY?WH

ER S

Wednesday FEB 14 8:00pm Doors

Thursday FEB 15 8:00pm Doors

Saturday FEB 10 8:00pm Doors

Sunday FEB 17 8:00pm Doors

Wednesday FEB 21 8:00pm Doors

Thursday FEB 22 8:00pm Doors

Saturday FEB 24 8:00pm Doors

COVERS BY LOVERS

Friday FEB 23 8:00pm Doors

MARBIN  PRAY FOR BRIAN

NITEKIDZ  SHIII WHAA  AMOR FIZ 
 OC45  LEAD & COAL  SLEEPSPENT

BIG BUSINESS
SUPERGIANT  MARSUPIOUS

SPILLAGE VILLAGE/DREAMVILLE PRESENTS

J.I.D + EARTHGANG

BOBO  VEZ
SKATA JAY  KYRU WIK

GINO CASINO  RJ  MAURICE

PRISM BITCH
SHITTY AND THE TERRIBLES

GERUNDING

THE DESPOTS CD RELEASE SHOW 
MOONSHINE BLIND

DK AND THE AFFORDABLES  SHREWD

THURSDAY FEB 15
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Rob Roman •
variety • 4:30pm • Chris Ravin • rock ’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOMAustin Van • country •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Georgia Parker • country • 6pm • FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Rebelheart • rock, variety • 9pm • $5 • 21+

DRAFTY KILT BREWING COMPANY The Rudy Boy Experiment •
rock, blues • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD NiteKidz • punk • Shiii Whaa • Amor Fiz • Oc45 • Lead
and Coal • Sleepspent • 8pm • 21+

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Roger Lewis Band • blues • 6pm • FREE •
21+

M’TUCCI’S ITALIAN RESTAURANT Jacob Chavez • singer-song-
writer, folk, Americana • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT Cali Shaw Band •
indie, folk, Americana • Rebecca Arscott • variety • Kira Holt • Keith
Sanchez • rock, blues, singer-songwriter • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

ON THE ROCKS LOUNGE AT CAMEL ROCK CASINO, Santa Fe
Perfect Strangr • country • 8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

POSH NIGHTCLUB DJ Ohm • hip-hop, EDM, hardstyle • 10pm •
21+

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Luvin’ Life Duo • variety • 6pm

SISTER Heartbreak Drake Night • DJ Ohm • hip-hop, EDM, hard-
style • Jaque Heartbreak • Cody F Baby • 8pm • $5-$10 • 21+ •
See Event Horizon

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK High Desert Playboys • country,
Americana • 8pm • FREE • 21+

WINNING COFFEE CO. Above-Average Songwriter Open Mic •
7pm • FREE • 13+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Julian Dossett Trio • blues, roots, rock,
soul, jazz, swing, Western • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

FRIDAY FEB 16
THE BARLEY ROOM On Tap • variety rock • 8pm

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Alto Estilo • Latin,
reggae, soul • 4:30pm • Half a Shipwreck • variety • 7:30pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Ancient Bones •
classic rock, folk • 5:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BURT’S TIKI LOUNGE Levi Platero, The Jir Project, ALCHEMIE •
$5 • See Show Up! • Alchemie • indie, modern rock • Levi Platero
Band • blues, rock, soul • The Jir Project Band • alternative • 9pm •
FREE • 21+

THE COUNTY LINE BBQ Los Radiators • acoustic folk, rock, blues •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Rebelheart • rock, variety • 9pm • $5 • 21+

DRAFTY KILT BREWING COMPANY Daddy Long Loin • variety •
5pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DRAGON HORN TAVERN Odd Dog • classic rock • 8:30pm • FREE •
21+

LAUNCHPAD Marbin • jazz fusion • Pray For Brian • 8pm • $7-$10

MEOW WOLF, Santa Fe The Russ Liquid Test • electronic funk •
CharlestheFirst • 8pm • $25 • 18+

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Jim Almand • blues, singer-song-
writer • 5pm • Betsy and the Hollycocks • alt.rock, Americana •
8pm • FREE

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Still Closed For Repairs •
Americana, indie, folk • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES! • Headliners
Comedy • Jesse Barben • 9pm • $5 • 21+

SIDEWINDERS Non-Monogamy Meet and Greet • 6:30pm • FREE •
21+

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Adventure Club • elec-
tronic • 9pm • $35-$75 • 21+ • See Event Horizon

SATURDAY FEB 17
B2B2 TAPROOM Shimon King and The B2 Free Agents • jazz •
6:30pm • ALL-AGES!

Calendar |MusiC

MUSIC

CALENDAR

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Slim and the
Bluetones • blues, classic rock • 8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CLUB CANANAS Roberto Tapia • Latin • 8pm

THE COOPERAGE Nosotros • salsa • 9:30pm • $7 • ALL-AGES!

DESERT VALLEY BREWING DJ Wae Fonkey • hip-hop, R&B • 8pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Rebelheart • rock, variety • 9pm • $5 • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Big Business • SuperGiant • stoner rock • Marsupious •
9pm

LEGENDS THEATER @ ROUTE 66 CASINO Dwight Yoakam •
country, honky tonk • 8pm • $40-$79 • See Show Up!

MEOW WOLF, Santa Fe Bully • Melkbelly • Red Light Cameras •
indie rock • 9pm • $18 • 18+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Vista Kicks • Eugene • neo R&B • Treehouse
Basement • 9pm

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT DJ Soiree • Flo
Fader • JustinCredible • top 40, dance, hip-hop, Cumbia • 9:30pm •
FREE • 21+

PONDEROSA BREWING COMPANY Eryn Bent • country, folk,
Americana, singer-songwriter • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Pherkad • funk, garage rock •
8pm • FREE

SANDBAR BREWERY AND GRILL Bri Bagwell • country • 9pm

SISTER Doctor Jeep • dubstep • Fixate • electronica • 9pm

STONE FACE TAVERN Odd Dog • classic rock • 8:30pm • FREE •
21+

TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLSMelissa Rios • singer-songwriter •
7pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Cali Shaw Band • indie, folk,
Americana • 5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Dave Martinez • singer-song-
writer • 8pm • FREE • 21+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Blues Guild of Albuquerque • blues,
swing • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

SUNDAY FEB 18
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Silver String Band • Americana, bluegrass,
folk • 4pm • FREE

DIRTY BOURBON March Fourth! • rock, funk, variety • 7:30pm

JAM SPOT Icon for Hire • alternative rock • 6pm • 18+

MEOW WOLF, Santa Fe Willie Watson • folk, singer-songwriter •
Atala • 8pm • $18 • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Jason Paul and the Know It Alls • Fad
Vandals • alternative • Manhigh • rock • ARCADE RIVALS • 7pm •
$5 • 21+ • See Show Up!

MONDAY FEB 19
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Brett Hendrix Side
Show • variety • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

HISTORIC EL REY THEATER Black Veil Brides • Asking Alexandria •
post-hardcore, screamo • 5:30pm • $33-$53 • ALL-AGES!

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Shelf Top Shake • reggae, rock • 6pm •
FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Amplified Heat • The Horned God • 8pm •
$5 • 21+

SISTERWHY? • indie rock, alt.hip-hop, alt.rock, pop, folk • Go
Dark • experimental • 8pm • $15-$18 • 21+ • See Event Horizon

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Old-Time Jam Circle • The Virginia
Creepers • 7:30pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Super Tractor Gamers Night •
video game tournament • 5pm • FREE • 21+

WEDNESDAY FEB 21
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • rock
’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Conan • grunge • The Ditch and the Delta • metal • 8pm •
$10-$13

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Sloan Armitage • acoustic, singer-
songwriter, indie • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Singer-Songwriter Showcase •
David Bridwell • singer-songwriter • Ryan Painter • singer-songwriter •
Nicholas Roche • Marc Yaxley • Ruben Vail • 8pm • FREE • 21+

Compiled by Megan Reneau, Zabrina Chavez and Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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Circuit Rider w. Ron Miles,
Bill Frisell and Brian Blade
A JAZZ CLUB STYLE BENEFIT

Circuit Rider w. Ron Miles,
Bill Frisell and Brian Blade
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Billy Hart Quartet Amina Figar
Sextet

Spring Highlights 2018
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straight dope | advice from the abyss  by cecil adams

When animals disappear,
how are humans affected?

Are there extinct species that we
really wish we hadn't wiped out?
I don't mean we now say, "Gee,
what a shame." I mean, is there
anything where we now say, "Oh
$#!&, we screwed ourselves!"?
Like when the Chinese thought
getting rid of all the sparrows
was a good idea. 

—Lumpy, via the Straight Dope Message

Board

If you’re not as up on your People’s

Republic history as Lumpy here, allow me to

read you in. Having become concerned about

sparrows eating the grain Chinese farmers

were growing, in 1958 Mao ordered the

birds’ extermination, and an estimated billion

of them were killed. Problem was, those

sparrows had also been eating locusts that liked to

eat grain themselves, and with nothing keeping

them in check, the bugs commenced to eat the fields

bare. Together with various other agricultural

policies of the Great Leap Forward, the sparrow

campaign helped lead to the starvation deaths of

tens of millions of people; as far as history’s gravest

unintended consequences go, this one’s in the hall

of fame. And as Lumpy suggests, it’s a particularly

vivid illustration of how humans can bollocks up a

functioning ecosystem by intervening without

thinking through the bigger implications.

Are there others? Sure. Turn your attention to

present-day India, where since just the early ’90s

three once-abundant species of vulture have all but

died off—officially they’re critically endangered, but

according to some scientists they’re “functionally

extinct.” This one’s on us, too: the birds were

feeding on the decaying flesh of cows that Indian

farmers had fed with a particular painkiller,

diclofenac. In cows it soothed aching hooves; in

vultures it led to fatal kidney failure.

Appearancewise vultures don’t do much to

pretty up a biome, true, but in south Asia their

carrion-eating was a vital public service. Remember,

these are birds that can put away an anthrax-

infected carcass and go back for more. (Pity they

couldn’t handle a common NSAID.) This made them

a reliable firebreak between humans and some major

infectious diseases, including tuberculosis and

rabies, whereas the less hardy rats and wild dogs

that have taken over the carrion gig tend to spread

these around. With vultures on the ropes, India

faces a public-health disaster.

So far we've yet to mention an animal that’s

been wiped out altogether, but don’t get too hung

up on extinction per se. Sure, the disappearance of

the last member of a species is a grim milestone. The

consequential problem, though, is a species’ general

disappearance from an ecosystem, even if a few

individuals keep on keeping on. Just a modest

decline in the populations of key creatures can

screw things up, and a steep drop can be

devastating; however circuitously, those effects will

come back to bite us. For instance:

• In the late 1880s, Italian army livestock in East

Africa introduced a highly lethal bovine disease

called rinderpest: it devastated sub-Saharan

herbivores from pigs to wildebeest, and starved a lot

of people who relied on cattle for food, nomadic

herders and colonial farmers alike. The deaths of all

those grazers and browsers also led to a steep

growth in plant biomass, leading to a century of

worse and more frequent wildfires—leading in turn

to property damage, fire-suppression costs and tons

of carbon dumped into the atmosphere.

• These days sub-Saharan Africa is contending

with the decline of its apex predators via hunting,

habitat loss, etc. Fewer lions and leopards means,

among other things, more olive baboons, who’ve

encroached further into human territory, bringing

competition for food and an uptick in intestinal

parasites for both the humans and the baboons. This

isn’t the worst to come out of the complex

relationship between food chain and disease on that

continent: Industrial overfishing in the Atlantic has

led West Africans to increasingly seek other protein

sources, including primate bushmeat. If you’ll recall,

eating chimp flesh is thought to be the conduit

through which HIV found its way to humans, and

there are other scary primate viruses out there

ready to make their move.

• In the centuries since wolves were hunted out

of the British Isles, deer have become rampant in the

UK. With their numbers now at a thousand-year

high, they’re responsible for some 50,000 traffic

accidents annually, plus they impede forest

regeneration by eating all the seedlings. The animals

represent such a pain in Britain’s ass that there’s a

project afoot (inspired by a successful initiative at

Yellowstone) to bring back the wolves.

One hears a lot about how we’re in the midst of

a mass extinction, the sixth in history. Ecologists

believe that losing large carnivores will be the really

big deal here, setting in motion the follow-on effects

seen above: more fires, invasive species, carbon

pollution, agricultural problems, infectious diseases,

and on and on—widespread ecosystem malfunction

that reconfigures the whole food chain, and whose

costs to us keep compounding over time. The

technical name for this process is “trophic

cascading,” but I can think of more colloquial

phrases that might work here too—“You break it,

you bought it,” for one.
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bakeD gooDs | cannabis revieW by JosHUa Lee

Drooling Wonder
A tour of Minerva’s kitchen

I
was shooting the shit and lounging at
Minerva’s CBD and coffee bar in Santa Fe
when a little asshole came through the

front door, breathing through his mouth and
letting the badge on his hip drag him into
the room. The loud and clumsy scent of
unearned authority rushed into the room. His
companion—a somewhat embarrassed
looking man carrying the distinct counter-
smell of a civilian—closed the door behind
them and slunk into the foyer.

I couldn’t make out much of what he
said to the receptionist, but the angle
of his hips and the heavy shift of his
shoes told me he was some kind of
civil goon working for the city or
county and looking to swing his
badge around and impress the
sidekick (probably a visiting
brother-in-law or ex-college
roommate). The other man tried to
appear casual as he searched the
room’s corners for a houseplant he
could hide behind. He avoided eye
contact at all costs.

The receptionist (who would later be
introduced as assistant manager Jose) allowed
his eyes to flash briefly before his jaw
clenched. From behind the check-in desk, he
said something that made the little asshole’s
shoulders melt and sent him reeling out the
door in seconds. The sidekick followed, tense
and still feigning nonchalance.

I watched the whole thing go down while
one of the budtenders made some sort of
chocolatey coffee drink that filled the bar
area with a thick and sultry aroma. Jose came
over. Heat radiated from him. “He said he
wanted to look at the grease traps. I told him
he better make an appointment. I don’t go
letting random people snoop in our kitchen.” 

Meanwhile, I was about to get a tour of
that same kitchen. I hadn’t planned on
checking any grease traps, but I did have an
appointment.

The baker hadn’t clocked in yet, so I
decided to spend my time shopping. The
Santa Fe Minerva location has a fairly open
design with the ambiance of a cool cave in
summer. It’s comfortable, relaxed and seems
like a nice place to take a nap. As with the
ABQ location, the variety of available flower
and edibles was hefty, and I ended up
choosing a bud by smell: Laughing Buddha
(THC: 17.9%, CBD: unlisted—$10/gram).
Since I was visiting the bakery, I figured I just
had to pick up a sugary treat. The carrot cake
(80mg THC—$11) and brownie (80mg
THC—$11) were tempting, but I ended up
settling on a slightly burned piece of
cheesecake (80mg THC—$11) … because
cheesecake.

I still had some time to waste, so I talked
about food to my budtender Dylan. He’s a
texture over taste man. I can appreciate that.
“I wouldn’t eat avocados until last year,” he

said. It was shameful. He told me a story
about how he once ate spaghetti and then
started running. It made him throw up.

Right on time, the baker started making
noise in the kitchen—my cue to walk back
and get slapped in the face with the smells of
cannabis mixed with buttery decadence. The
edibles offered at every Minerva location
came from this very room. My mouth seemed
overly wet as I introduced myself to Julayne.
She was in the middle of filling THC
capsules, a relatively new item on the menu
that’s becoming increasingly popular.
Apparently, some people actually enjoy
dosing themselves without all the sugar,
carbs and guilt associated with cakes and
pastries. It’s shameful.

On the counter, cubes of hard candy
rested on baking sheets. Julayne
showed me the chocolate station
and allowed me to inspect a rack of

empty trays where future baked
goods would cool. Bottles of soda lined
up a shelf nearby. She explained that

THC is added to all of the sodas at the same
time to ensure uniform dosage. I’ve had a
bottle of the soda before. It was strawberry-
something-or-other and tasted great. There
was only the smallest hint of cannabis to the
flavor, which I’m sure can prove troublesome
to anyone sensitive to dosage. It’s another
reason to consider dosing with capsules
instead of delicious goodies. There’s less oral
reward involved and you’re likely to make
better dosing decisions. “The cheesecake is
another one,” Julayne said. “You don’t really
taste the cannabis, so it’s real easy to eat too
much.”

Which was basically my plan. I thanked
her for the tour, and hurried home to try my
self-indulgent treat. The hour drive was
riddled with mental images of mouth-
watering cheesecake morsels, and I gave in to
a tiny bite when I pulled into the driveway at
home. I mentioned it was a tad burnt. It had
a brown scorch mark on the top, and the
crust was a little dry, but overall, it was a
solid piece of decadent and rich cheesecake.
Julayne had been right, and there wasn’t a
hint of the grassy cannabis taste that can
show up in other mediums. I filled a tumbler
with milk and went grimly about my work
devouring the whole thing.

Within an hour, my extremities were
buzzing pleasantly and it felt like angels were
tickling my toes. My appetite was spiking, so
I kicked the cherubs away and went looking
for a snack. All I could find was a bowl of
leftover spaghetti. For shame. a

Minerva Canna Group

1710 Cerrillos Rd., Santa Fe

(505) 982-1090 

Hours: Mon-Fri 10am-7pm, Sat 10am-4pm

First-time freebies: Yes
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THINKING OF
BUYING A HOME?

GOOD, BAD OR
NO CREDIT

I CAN HELP!!!

Call/ Email or Register for

505.585. JENA(5362)
jena@jenavrealty.com

Register at jenavrealty.com 
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Free Will Astrology | Horoscopes by rob brezsny

ARIES (March 21-April 19): At 12,388 feet, Mount
Fuji is Japan’s highest peak. If you’re in good shape, you
can reach the top in 7 hours. The return trip can be
done in half the time—if you’re cautious. The loose
rocks on the steep trail are more likely to knock you off
your feet on the way down than on the way up. I
suspect this is an apt metaphor for you in the coming
weeks, Aries. Your necessary descent may be
deceptively challenging. So make haste slowly! Your
power animals are the rabbit and the snail.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): In 1903, Orville and
Wilbur Wright made a few short jaunts through the air in
a flying machine they called the Flyer. It was a germinal
step in a process that ultimately led to your ability to
travel 600 miles per hour while sitting in a chair
30,000 feet above the Earth. Less than 66 years after
the Wright Brothers’ breakthrough, American
astronauts landed a space capsule on the moon. They
had with them a patch of fabric from the left wing of the
Flyer. I expect that during the coming weeks, you will
be climaxing a long-running process that deserves a
comparable ritual. Revisit the early stages of the work
that enabled you to be where you are now.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): In 2006, five percent of
the world’s astronomers gathered at an international
conference and voted to demote Pluto from a planet to
a “dwarf planet.” Much of the world agreed to honor
their declaration. Since then, though, there has arisen a
campaign by equally authoritative astronomers to
restore Pluto to full planet status. The crux of the issue
is this: How shall we define the nature of a planet? But
for the people of New Mexico, the question has been
resolved. State legislators there formally voted to
regard Pluto as a planet. They didn’t accept the
demotion. I encourage you to be inspired by their
example, Gemini. Whenever there are good arguments
from opposing sides about important matters, trust
your gut feelings. Stand up for your preferred version of
the story.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Ray Bradbury’s
dystopian bestseller Fahrenheit 451was among the
most successful of the 27 novels he wrote. It won
numerous awards and has been adopted into films,
plays and graphic novels. Bradbury wrote the original
version of the story in 9 days, using a typewriter he
rented for 20 cents per hour. When his publisher urged
him to double the manuscript’s length, he spent another
nine days doing so. According to my reading of the
planetary configurations, you Cancerians now have a
similar potential to be surprisingly efficient and
economical as you work on an interesting creation or
breakthrough—especially if you mix a lot of play and
delight into your labors.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Poet Louise Glück has
characterized herself as “afflicted with longing yet
incapable of forming durable attachments.” If there is
anything in you that even partially fits that description,
I have good news: In the coming weeks, you’re likely to
feel blessed by longing rather than afflicted by it. The
foreseeable future will also be prime time for you to
increase your motivation and capacity to form durable
attachments. Take full advantage of this fertile grace
period!

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): In 2004, a man named
Jerry Lynn tied a battery-operated alarm clock to a
string and dangled it down a vent in his house. He was
hoping that when the alarm sounded, he would get a
sense of the best place to drill a hole in his wall to run a
wire for his TV. But the knot he’d made wasn’t perfect,
and the clock slipped off and plunged into an
inaccessible spot behind the wall. Then, every night for
13 years, the alarm rang for a minute. The battery was
unusually strong! A few months ago, Lynn decided to
end the mild but constant irritation. Calling on the help
of duct specialists, he retrieved the persistent clock.
With this story as your inspiration, and in accordance
with astrological omens, I urge you Virgos to finally put
an end to your equivalent of the maddening alarm clock.
(Read the story: tinyurl.com/alarmclockmadness.)

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Was Napoléon
Bonaparte an oppressor or liberator? The answer is

both. His work in the world hurt a lot of people and
helped a lot of people. One of his more magnanimous
escapades transpired in June 1798, when he and his
naval forces invaded the island of Malta. During his 6-
day stay, he released political prisoners, abolished
slavery, granted religious freedom to Jews, opened 15
schools, established the right to free speech and shut
down the Inquisition. What do his heroics have to do
with you? I don’t want to exaggerate, but I expect that
you, too, now have the power to unleash a blizzard of
benevolence in your sphere. Do it in your own style, of
course, not Napoléon’s.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): “Trees that are slow to
grow bear the best fruit,” said French playwright
Molière. I’m going to make that your motto for now,
Scorpio. You have pursued a gradual, steady approach
to ripening, and soon it will pay off in the form of big
bright blooms. Congratulations on having the faith to
keep plugging away in the dark! I applaud your
determination to be dogged and persistent about
following your intuition even though few people have
appreciated what you were doing.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): The growth you
can and should foster in the coming weeks will be
stimulated by quirky and unexpected prods. To get you
started, here are a few such prods: 1) What’s your
hidden or dormant talent, and what could you do to
awaken and mobilize it? 2) What’s something you’re
afraid of but might be able to turn into a resource? 3) If
you were a different gender for a week, what would
you do and what would your life be like? 4) Visualize a
dream you’d like to have while you’re asleep tonight. 5)
If you could transform anything about yourself, what
would it be? 6) Imagine you’ve won a free vacation to
anywhere you want. Where would you go?

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): You may think you
have uncovered the truth, the whole truth and nothing
but the truth. But according to my analysis of the
astrological omens, you’re just a bit more than halfway
there. In order to get the rest of the goods, you’ll have
to ignore your itch to be done with the search. You’ll
have to be unattached to being right and smart and
authoritative. So please cultivate patience. Be
expansive and magnanimous as you dig deeper. For
best results, align yourself with poet Richard Siken’s
definition: “The truth is complicated. It’s two-toned,
multi-vocal, bittersweet.”

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): The posh magazine
Tatler came up with a list of fashionable new names for
parents who want to ensure their babies get a swanky
start in life. Since you Aquarians are in a phase when
you can generate good fortune by rebranding yourself
or remaking your image, I figure you might be interested
in using one of these monikers as a nickname or alias.
At the very least, hearing them could whet your
imagination to come up with your own ideas. Here are
Tatler’s chic avant-garde names for girls: Czar-Czar;
Debonaire; Estonia; Figgy; Gethsemane; Power;
Queenie. Here are some boys’ names: Barclay;
Euripides; Gustav; Innsbruck; Ra; Uxorious; Wigbert;
Zebedee.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Now that you have
finally paid off one of your debts to the past, you can
start window-shopping for the future’s best offers. The
coming days will be a transition time as you vacate the
power spot you’ve outgrown and ramble out to
reconnoiter potential new power spots. So bid your
crisp farewells to waning traditions, lost causes, ghostly
temptations and the deadweight of people’s
expectations. Then start preparing a vigorous first
impression to present to promising allies out there in
the frontier. a

HOMEWORK: CONFESS, BRAG AND EXPOSTULATE
ABOUT WHAT INSPIRES YOU TO LOVE. GO TO
FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM AND CLICK ON 

“EMAIL ROB.” 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or
(900) 950-7700.

UP
TO

GIFT CERTIFICATES

SUPPORT LOCAL
BUSINESSES AND

LOCAL



Join the Santa Fe Reporter’s dynamic sales team 

and start supporting local investigative reporting 

and Arts & Culture journalism that’s been a 

driving force in the City Different for 45 years. 

Are you looking for a 

CAREER  
CHANGE  

or a  

CHANCE TO  
BREAK AWAY  

from selling  

something you  

don’t believe in?

We’re seeking a hard-charging  

ADVERTISING SALES EXECUTIVE 
who can help focus on reaching new customers. 

Do you know Santa Fe like the back of  

your hand? Do you want to determine  

your own earning potential? 

We offer an attractive pay plan, 100% paid medical and a great 

place to work! Email advertising@sfreporter.com today or 

drop by our HQ at 132 E Marcy Street with your résumé. 
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You said “Sorry ma’am” and I was speechless, you had

beautiful sad eyes, luscious lips, and a gentleman. All I

could say was that I was in the bathroom and laughed.

Stupid. You were at the bar alone having a beer, reading,

and eating wings. I should have just talked to you. I hope

you see this, I’ll be your wing woman.

I am a Woman. I saw a Man.

Where: the Grasshopper.

GLITCH MOB

It all began at Starbucks.

You seemed to be interested in me.

I was behind the counter completely clueless till one day

it happened you asked for my number. Took us nearly a

week to actually connect in person but in that moment

of sitting in my car after pizza, we kissed for the first

time.. 

Why do I still feel your lips?

I know you can feel mine.

I am a Man. I saw a Man.

Where: Starbucks.

WHERE’S MY JESSICA RABBIT?

Every Wayde needs his Vanessa

And every Vanessa needs her Wayde

What’s a geek without his sexy nerd sidekick

Out fishing for that someone I can hang and goof around

with +

Check out new places to eat +

Lay in a park at night +

Prank each other like there’s no tomorrow+

Anything nerd related +

Throw pizza at oncoming traffic +

And lastly wear ridiculous and dope costumes for no

reason at all

Well you get the idea ^ ^

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Earth.

AWKWARD MOMENT AT THE
GRASSHOPPER

You were a handsome Native American guy, black

sweater with a white wolf on the back, brown pants, and

glasses. We ran into each other in the bathroom hallway.

Legal Services

w
NAME CHANGE Name
change: Current Name:

Estevan Rudy Tenorio Future
Name: Estevan Adrian Cordova.
Contact #505-814-4792

Handyman Services

7 STAR ELECT-PLMB-HEAT-AC
We Do it all! 505.332.8965-Mike
Bell
www.AlbuquerqueElectricians.net

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-6806

Announcements

w
EARTH-FIRSTERS ?? An
endangered species needs

your help. Call 505-433-9823
to find out how you can. Make a
difference

JOHN V. KEMM
http://johnvkemm.com/

Studies

ECZEMA CLINICAL TRIAL! Are
you diagnosed with mild-
moderate eczema? 18+ years
old? Our clinical team is
evaluating an investigational
spray in patients with eczema.
Insurance not needed. Contact
Lovelace Scientific Resources at
(505)348-9700 to learn more
or visit www.lsrtrials.com

ABQ DRINQ STUDYWe are
seeking healthy individuals 22-
55 years of age who are
moderate to heavy drinkers for
a study of how alcohol use

affects brain functioning. The
study involves four visits at the
Mind Research Network over 18
months and each visit requires
up to 8 hours, which can be
split over multiple days. You will
be compensated at the rate of
$20/hour for your participation.
The Mind Research Network is
located on the North Campus of
University of New Mexico. If you
would like to be considered for
the study, please call 505-633-
4028 or email
abqdrinq@mrn.org. Please
mention âABQ DRINQ Studyâ. 

NON-SMOKER RESEARCH
STUDY The UNM College of
Pharmacy is recruiting
individuals who have never
smoked cigarettes to participate
in a research study on a new
method to identify heart disease
risk. You must be 30-50 years
old and in good health. One
visit for 2 hrs is needed. You will

be compensated for your time.
Please call: Dr. Allison Segovia,
505-272-0578. HRRC: 15-033 

w
STRESS & THE BRAIN
STUDY Seeking people 21-

50 yrs. old who have
experienced domestic violence,
rape, sexual assault, or severe
physical assault. Study involves
two appts. at UNM. Participants
receive financial compensation.
Visit http://bit.ly/2sP9KzP to
see if you qualify. Call 505-925-
2335 or email
casaastudy@gmail.com for more
info.

w
MRI STUDY 12-18 y.o.
M/F for brain study. $20

per hour. 272-0769 (HRRC #
07-272).

w
MRI STUDY 18-50 y.o.
M/F with history of mental

illness for brain study. $20 per
hour. 948-3230 (HRRC # 13-
637). 

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 258

Employment

Real Estate
Office Space

Northeast

PROFESSIONAL OFFICES

Now with 20% taxable
reduction you can move your
office out of your home. Call
for a tour 505-260-2300.
Ask about our virtual
package.

Wellness

LIFE COACH A Mindful
Partnership with you.
Empowers you to be the
change you want to see. Alan-
CPC 505-508-5528. Sessions
can be done by phone.

WANT TO DETOX FROM
OPIATES W/O USING OPIATE
SUBSTITUTES? Want to do it
in the privacy of your own
home and get off them for
good? I have 30 yrs of exp in

alternative healing and natural
medicine and have proven
results using 5000 yr old
cleansing, detoxing and
rejuvenation methods. Safe,
drug-free, and life-changing. I
offer personal, one-on-one
treatment that is caring,
comforting, and conscientious.
Complete discretion
guarenteed. If you are ready to
get off the train to nowhere, or
just want to reduce your use
of legal pain management

Employment

NEED CASH NOW? Now

Recruiting: Work @ your own
pace, set your own hours. Get
paid daily cash, gifts & more!

Body & Soul

For info, send SASE to: PO Box
67708 Albuquerque NM
87193

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the

Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

THE WEEKLY ALIBI
CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221.

Rooms/Roommates

ROOMS FOR RENT IN
EXCLUSIVE TAYLOR RANCH
AREA For more information
please call 505-604-9391.

Northeast

FURNISHED ROOM
$350/mo + 1/3 utils
$250DD. Large kitchen &
backyard near CNM North. No
couples, pets or kids. Safe,
quiet area with one male and
one female as roomies. Leave
a message 294-7209

opioids, contact
flashfitz@gmail.com. 100%
confidential 

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
Headaches? Neck, shoulder or
low back pain? Therapeutic
massage can change your life.
$49 first time client. 575-
313-3703 Gwynne Ann Unruh
LMT, RMTI Lic #578 

ASIAN MASSAGE Cute, young
Asian college student offering
massage Mon-Fri 11-7, Sat 9-
7. Located near downtown
and university areas. License
#8236. Call 505-675-8890
for an appointment.

Alternative Medicine

w
REDUCE YOUR
DRINKING? New

treatment program for heavy
drinking using brain
stimulation and mindfulness.
Call 505-750-0451 or email
abqresearch@unm.edu. 

Licensed Massage

MASSAGE GIFT
CERTIFICATES Skilled healing
and relaxation for your loved
ones. $60 or $90 Katrina
LMT# 6855 (505)506-4016
innovative.massagetherapy.co
m 
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by Matt Jones

Across

1 1/1760th of a mile
5 Baseball Hall of Famer
Ripken
8 Came down softly?
14 Margarine, colloquially
15 Brewhouse brew
16 Party appetizer
17 Poet/dramatist Hughes
19 Quirky French title role of
2001
20 Furniture to display cheesy
stuff?
22 ___ Soundsystem
23 Baled stuff
24 Symptom that might
require eye drops
26 Attach, as a button
29 Pre-flight org.
31 Stewart who sang “Maggie
May”
32 Till the soil
33 Hot off the presses
34 Changes gradually,
graphically
37 Kiwi’s much larger cousin
38 Go faster
40 Sturdy tree
41 Dress shirt component
43 Connectivity issue
44 U.S. : counter(clockwise) ::
U.K. : ___(clockwise)
45 “Captain Underpants”
creator Pilkey
46 Two-___ toilet paper
47 Incas’ mountains
48 Goof
51 Teensy carpenter
52 European peak
53 Tiny mythical creatures on
patrol?
59 2004 Jude Law drama
61 “Music for Airports”
composer
62 “Come ___, we’re
expecting you ...” (“The Love
Boat” theme lyrics)
63 Confident finish?
64 Armitage who plays “Young
Sheldon”
65 Frosty maker
66 ___ ThÈrËse, Quebec

67 Gambler’s numbers

Down

1 Part that’s egg-centric?
2 Jai ___ (fast-moving sport)
3 Landlord’s check
4 Competition for toys?
5 Comic strip character known
for saying “Ack!”
6 Tons
7 “Girls” creator Dunham
8 Balancing device
9 Mention a connection,
perhaps
10 “First of all...”
11 Body of water that’s
surrounded?
12 Humongous movies
13 “Dirty ___ Done Dirt
Cheap” (AC/DC song)
18 Read a QR code
21 Underwire’s locale, maybe
25 Neither companion
26 Built to ___
27 “Sesame Street”
character voiced by Ryan
Dillon since 2013
28 Is totally up for nestling in

bed?
29 Golf prop
30 Get bigger
33 “Science Friday” airer
34 Cocoa container
35 Really dislike
36 Equipment used at the
Winter Olympics
38 Viciousness
39 Sunup to sundown
42 Back muscle, for short
44 Actor Banderas
46 Shepherd’s pie bit
47 “Black Beauty” novelist
Sewell
48 Colorful parrot
49 “___ right back!”
50 Many residents of Erbil in
Iraq
51 Limber
54 Some baseball stats
55 “Gosh darn it!”
56 Name in spiral notebooks
57 Noddy creator Blyton
58 Mumford & ___
60 Melancholy
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ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

BY RYAN NORTH “En Vacation”—they all come up short.
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